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In recent years there was a notable developmental leap in communications
systems operating at microwave frequencies. Such development was necessary to
support a wide variety of emerging applications. Microwave communications sys-
tems can be found in many services such as satellite television and radar systems
for civilian and military uses. Examples of such systems may include direct broad-
cast satellite (DBS) television, personal communications systems (PCSs), wireless
local area networks (WLANs), global positioning systems (GPSs) as well as the
3G cellular services, which were designed for access to the Internet and to provide
wide bandwidth applications.
In the dissertation, the goal is to demonstrate the challenges and to pro-
pose solutions that enable the successful design and realization of very wide band
microwave components, in particular, microwave directional couplers and lters.
Such components are essential for development of modern communications and
radar system operating at microwave frequencies.
Directional couplers are an essential part in microwave systems. They are
commonly used for dividing or combining signals. For example they are used in the
generation of the desired power division in beam-forming networks for spacecraft
antennas. In other applications, they are used for power monitoring.
In the dissertation, a comprehensive treatment of wide-band ridge waveguide
directional couplers is included. Analysis and design of di¤erent congurations
and arrangement of couplers realized in ridge waveguides are discussed. A new
detailed systematic design procedure for ridge waveguide couplers in the two most
used congurations E-plane and H-plane is proposed. The procedure is based
on extracting equivalent circuit parameters of a building block from full electro-
magnetic wave simulation, and then assembling multiple units to realize higher
order couplers.
Filters are also an integral part of any communication system. They sepa-
rate communication channels operating at di¤erent frequencies thus eliminating
interference between di¤erent channels. In the dissertation, design issues of wide-
band ridge waveguide elliptic function lters realized in Low Temperature Co-red
Ceramics (LTCC) are discussed. Ridge waveguide lters have excellent charac-
teristics such as wide stop-band and compact size. An excellent approach in
manufacturing RF/microwave systems is the integration of components into mul-
tilayer substrates using LTCC which facilitates the design of microwave modules
in the same package thus increasing reliability and reducing size. A new scheme
to achieve the strong couplings, a crucial requirement for the realization of wide
band elliptic lters is proposed in the dissertation. As an example, rigorous mode
matching method is successfully used in the analysis and design of a challenging
wide-band ridge waveguide lter realized in LTCC technology.
Another interesting realization of couplers is the realization in strip-line
transmission lines. In the dissertation, new proposed multi-section multi-layer
LTCC stripline couplers are designed and analyzed. The proposed design enables
the designer to achieve precise performance otherwise restricted by limitations
posed by available technologies. The realization of wideband performance is made
possible by such proposed design.
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Modern communication systems have seen a huge developmental leap in recent
years to cope with an increasing demand from a variety of emerging applications.
The applications are very diverse in nature, they include commercial applications
such as direct broadcast satellite (DBS) television, personal communications sys-
tems (PCSs), wireless local area networks (WLANs), global positioning systems
(GPSs), cellular phone and video systems, and local multipoint distribution sys-
tems (LMDS). The applications extend also to military applications such as radar
systems. Radar systems are used militarily for detecting, locating and sensing
remote targets These recent advances in modern communication systems serv-
ing both commercial and military applications have resulted in more stringent
requirements for the microwave passive components used in these systems.
The traditional design methods of such passive components were mainly
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based on equivalent circuit models of various components (These models were
primarily developed by the MIT Radiation Laboratory during WWII and later
published in the classical acclaimed multi-volume series ) Although this design ap-
proach is still used today it su¤ers from some severe limitations, the most serious
of them is that it considers only fundamental mode interactions. This results in
discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results, that requires correc-
tions in the form of post manufacturing tuning. Given the stringent requirements
of economic constraints of todays communication systems such discrepancies and
corrections can not be tolerated. The answer to this problem was the Computer
Aided Design methods. Taking advantage of the huge leap in computational pow-
ers of modern computers, full wave design of microwave components was trans-
ferred to a whole new level of accuracy. By using full-wave electromagnetic models
in the designs, higher order modes are taken into consideration thus reducing and
almost eliminating the need of post manufacturing tuning of some classes of mi-
crowave components such as lters and couplers. The equivalent circuit approach
still plays an important role as it provides initial designs that are further rened
using CAD tools. At the core of any CAD tool is always the electromagnetic
solver. whose function is to solve the electromagnetic problem of the structure
under analysis, which is described by the Maxwell´s equations. The technology
plays a key role as it determines the characteristics of the materials and the phys-
ical structure where the Maxwell´s equations have to be solved.
The main goal of the dissertation is to demonstrate the challenges and
present solutions that enable the successful design and realization of very wide
2
band microwave components, namely microwave directional couplers and lters
Such components are essential for the development of modern communication sys-
tems operating at microwave frequencies. Directional couplers are also an essential
part of microwave systems. They are commonly used for dividing or combining
signals. For example they are used in the generation of the desired power division
in beam-forming networks for spacecraft antennas. In other applications, they
are used for power monitoring. On the other hand microwave lters are an inte-
gral part of any communication system. They separate communication channels
operating at di¤erent frequencies thus eliminating interference between di¤erent
channels.
1.2 Dissertation Organization
The dissertation includes 6 chapters including the introduction. The second chap-
ter provides a general overview of the numerical techniques used in the CAD of
passive microwave components with special emphasis on the Mode Matching Tech-
niques. The third chapter presents a comprehensive treatment of the subject of
wide-band ridge waveguide directional couplers. Analysis and design of di¤erent
congurations and arrangements of couplers realized in ridge waveguides are dis-
cussed. A new detailed systematic design procedure for ridge waveguide couplers
in the two most used congurations "E-plane and H-plane" is presented. The
procedure is based on extracting equivalent circuit parameters of a building block
from full electromagnetic wave simulation, and then assembling multiple units to
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realize higher order couplers. This part combines ideal circuit and electromagnetic
modeling of the proposed structures to obtain very satisfactory initial results. It
then utilizes the numerical e¢ ciency of the modal analysis and the mode match-
ing technique to quickly nalize the design, thus reducing the overall numerical
simulation time and resources
The fourth Chapter provides an exhaustive discussion of the design of wide-
band ridge waveguide elliptic function lters realized in Low Temperature Co-red
Ceramics (LTCC). This includes ideal circuit modeling, electromagnetic modeling
of the three dimensional structures used to realize the lters, as well as discussion
of practical aspects in LTCC realization. Ridge waveguide lters have excellent
characteristics such as wide stop-band and compact size. An excellent approach in
manufacturing RF/microwave systems is the integration of components into mul-
tilayer substrates using LTCC. This facilitates the design of microwave modules
in the same package, thus increasing reliability and reducing size. A new scheme
to achieve the strong couplings, a crucial requirement for the realization of wide
band elliptic function lters, is presented. Also a novel approach to reduce un-
wanted spurious detrimental couplings is also presented. Rigorous modal analysis
and mode matching technique are successfully used in the analysis and design of
a challenging wide-band ridge waveguide lter realized in LTCC technology.
The fth chapter focuses on another interesting realization of couplers, which
is the realization in strip-line transmission lines. New proposed multi-section
multi-layer LTCC stripline couplers are proposed, designed, and analyzed. The
proposed design enables the achievement of precise performance otherwise re-
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stricted by limitations posed by available technologies. The realization of ultra
wideband performance is made possible by such proposed design. Limitations of
the proposed couplers are also established. The last chapter presents the conclu-
sions of the work presented in the dissertation.
1.3 Dissertation Contributions
The dissertation signicance stems from the fact that it tackles design challenges
and o¤ers innovative solutions for some of the most important components in
modern microwave communication systems which are essential in todays heavily
interconnected communication-dependent world. The main contributions can be
summarized as follows:
1-A complete design methodology for very wide band ridge waveguide branch-
guide couplers. This includes designs for couplers in both E-plane and H-plane
congurations The procedure presents an e¢ cient equivalent circuit parameters
extraction from full electromagnetic wave simulation. It provides a systematic
procedure for realization of higher order couplers.
2- A new design of wide-band ridge waveguide elliptic function lters realized
in Low Temperature Co-red Ceramics (LTCC). A new scheme to achieve the
strong couplings required for the realization of wide band elliptic function lters, is
presented .In addition a novel approach to reduce unwanted spurious detrimental
couplings is presented.
3-A new proposed multi-section multi-layer LTCC stripline couplers are de-
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signed, and analyzed. The proposed couplers are capable of achieving very tight
couplings over a huge fractional; bandwidth while occupying very small volume






The enormous advances in the eld of computers ushered the beginning of a new
stage in the design of microwave components. With the enormous computational
power provided by modern computers full-wave modelling and design of passive
components became possible. In full-wave design the higher order modes inside
the structure under investigation are rigorously characterized, this results in de-
signs whose simulation and experimental results are in close agreement. This
is particularly of interest for the rapid large scale production of low-cost high
performance passive components that do not require post production tuning.
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2.1 General Purpose Numerical Techniques
The primary goal of all numerical techniques in electromagnetics is to nd ei-
ther exact or approximate solutions of Maxwells equations that satisfy the given
boundary and initial conditions. Numerous numerical techniques were developed.[1]
They can be categorized based on three major distinctions [2]:
a) The approximated electromagnetic quantity (electric eld, current distribu-
tion, and charge distributions, etc.).
b) The basis functions used to approximate the unknown solutions.
c) The algorithms used to calculate the expansion coe¢ cients of the basis func-
tions.
Some of the most widely used numerical techniques are summarized as fol-
lows:
a) Finite Element Method (FEM) [3, 4]. FEM is based on variational for-
mulation of the electromagnetic problem. The recently proposed Boundary
Element Method (BEM) [5] is a combination of the boundary integral equa-
tion and a discretization technique similar to the FEM is applied to the
boundary. One of the most known software packages which uses the FEM
technique is High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) [6] This program
o¤ers great versatility regarding the possible physical geometries that can
be handled. However, the accuracy and e¢ ciency of the results depend
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strongly on the analyzed problem and they are usually computational in-
tensive in terms of memory and computation time. Optimization of designs
in such technique is not a viable option at the current time.
b) Finite Di¤erence Methods [7]. These methods include Finite Di¤erence in
Time Domain (FDTD) [8, 9] and Finite Di¤erence in Frequency Domain
(FDFD) [10]. The nite di¤erence method is well known to be the least
analytical. One of the commercially available software packages which uses
the FDTD technique is EMPIRE [11]
c) The Method of Moments (MoM) [12]. This is by far the method of choice
to analyze planar structures. Its based on either electric eld or magnetic
eld integral equation Many software packages use the MoM technique in
their core solvers. the list includes Sonnet Suites [13], and IE3D[14]
d) Transmission Line Matrix method (TLM) [15, 16]. The eld problem is
converted to a three dimensional equivalent network problem in this method.
An available software package that utilizes this technique is MEFiSTo [17]
e) Spectral Domain Method (SDM) [18]. SDM is a Fourier-transformed version
of the integral equation method applied to planar structures. SDM is very
e¢ cient but its limited to well-shaped structures.
f) ModeMatchingMethod (MMM) [19, 20]. MMM is based on a eld-matching
algorithm. Its used to calculate the Generalized Scattering Matrices GSMs
in the case of waveguide discontinuities or the Generalized admittance Matri-
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ces GAMs in the case of waveguide junctions. The mode matching technique
is very e¢ cient but its applicability is limited to well behaved geometries and
can not be used in a general purpose solver. Methods derived from mode
matching techniques include Boundary Integral-Resonant Mode Expansion
method (BIRME) [21, 22] and Boundary Contour Mode Matching method
(BCMM) [2326].
e) An emerging trend [27, 28] tries to harvest the potential of several techniques
together by using a hybrid approach. The problem is segmented and each
segment is solved by the best suitable numerical technique, then the total
solution is obtained. Commercially available software packages [29, 30] use
such hybrid approach .
Most of the analysis and design of microwave components presented in this
dissertation uses mode matching techniques as the primary electromagnetic solver
and veries the results with a commercially available FEM solver [6] and by exper-
iment where possible. Next we present a brief description to the mode matching
technique.
2.2 Mode Matching Technique
MMM is used widely in formulating boundary value problems. It is one of the
most e¢ cient techniques used in solving a variety of waveguides problems. Such
problems include the design of lters,couplers,power dividers, and many other
passive waveguide components [3138].The literature is rich in materials detailing
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the analysis, using mode matching techniques, of various classes of microwave
passive components [32, 3942] Mode matching technique can be used for solving
two types of problems:
a) Scattering Problems, where scattering parameters relating incident and re-
ected waves on and from the ports of the structure under consideration are
calculated
b) Eigenvalue problems, where the resonant frequencies of a closed structure
(cavity) , or the cut o¤ frequencies and propagation constant of a certain
waveguide are calculated
In general the mode matching technique is used in a modular fashion. Each
structure to be studied using mode matching is rst decomposed into regions of
waveguides separated by discontinuities or junctions. The scattering parameters
of each of these discontinuities are calculated using a eld matching technique.
The scattering parameters of the whole structure are then calculated by cascading
the individual scattering matrices of the discontinuities [1]. If the problem under
consideration is a scattering problem then the result is already obtained, if it is
an eigen value problem then appropriate terminations are applied at the ports
and an eigenvalue equation whose solution gives the required quantity. Fig. 2.1
shows a schematic diagram showing a general problem consisting of N regions of
waveguides cascaded in the z direction along with the nal goal which is the GSM
of the whole structure under consideration.
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Figure 2.1: a)Schematic diagram of N regions of waveguides connected in cascade b)
The total GSM characterization of the electromagnetic problem between
incident waves a and reected waves b at the ports, assuming N1 modes
in region 1 and NN modes in region N
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Figure 2.2: A basic waveguide discontinuity
2.2.1 Characterization of a waveguide discontinuity
The rst step in the mode matching technique is to identify the regions of waveguides
under consideration and calculating the eigen modes that are supported in those
regions. In the case of waveguides whose cross sections coincide with a separable
coordinate system such as rectangular or circular waveguides, the elds can be
obtained analytically using the well know technique of separation of variables.
In other cases of non-separable boundary cross sections such as striplines and
ridge waveguides eigen modes have to be found numerically either by Generalized
Transverse Resonance Technique (GTR) [1, 39, 4144], or by Boundary Contour
Mode Matching (BCMM) [2326]. In this dissertation the modes were calculated
using the GTR technique so a discussion of that technique is presented in the last
section of this chapter.
Once the eigen modes of each region of waveguides is known, the next step
becomes characterizing discontinuities between di¤erent waveguides. Since the
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eigen modes of the waveguide represents a complete set , they can be considered
basis function whose weighted sum can represent the elds inside the waveguide.
Fig. 2.2 shows two waveguides (one totally inclosing the other) connected to each
other representing a general waveguide discontinuity. In order to apply the mode
matching technique to calculate the scattering matrix relating the amplitudes of
incident and reected waves from the discontinuity the following steps are followed
1. The transversal electromagnetic elds ET and HT of the waves in regions 1
and 2 shown in Fig. 2.2 are expressed as a truncated weighted sum of the
basis functions of the transverse electromagnetic elds Eiand Hi. The basis
functions can be either Transverse Electric TE; ,Transverse Magnetic TM
or Transverse Electromagnetic TEM depending on the supported modes in
every waveguide region. The weights represent the amplitudes of the waves
of each mode i travelling either in the positive or negative z directions with
propagation constant (1;2)i The superscript denotes the region where the
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2. At the plane of the discontinuity z = 0 ,the continuity of the tangential
electric and magnetic elds across the discontinuity is imposed on the smaller
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cross sectional area (S2)inclosed in the larger one (S1).(there are no currents
owing on the surface area S2 while there are currents owing on the area
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3. The orthogonality properties of the electromagnetic eigen modes is utilized
to reduce the sums into a linear system of equations by taking the self
inner product with one mode in the summation in a certain region so that
its amplitude can be expressed as a truncated sum of the amplitudes of
the eld in the other region multiplied by the mutual inner product with
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H1i  bndS (2.11)
4. The resulting system of equations can be formulated in matrix format as
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follows:
	1[A1 +B1] = M [A2 +B2] (2.12)
	2[A2  B2] = MT [A1  B1] (2.13)
where























 2j; j = i
0; otherwise
(2.19)
M(i; j) = mij
With simple algebra we can get the relation between the amplitudes of the
incident and reected waves at each port as follows:
B1 = S11A1 + S12A2 (2.20)
B2 = S21A1 + S22A2 (2.21)
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We have
[A1 +B1] = 	
 1
1 M [A2 +B2] = 1[A2 +B2] (2.22)
[A2  B2] = 	 12 MT [A1  B1] = 2[A1  B1] (2.23)
S11 =  (I   12) 1(I + 12) (2.24)
S12 = 2(I   12) 11 (2.25)
S21 = 2(S11   I) (2.26)
S21 = (I + 2S12) (2.27)
Where I is the identity matrix.
2.2.2 Cascading discontinuities
Once each discontinuity in the structure is fully characterized , they are cascaded
in order to obtain the scattering matrix of the whole structure. As shown in Fig.
2.3 , the process of cascading discontinuities is a process of reducing two steps
(the rst step is the step from cross-section c1 to cross-section c2 characterized
by Sc1 c2 and the second step is the step from cross-section c2 to cross-section c3
characterized by Sc2 c3 ) to an equivalent S-parameters black box characterized by
Seq(1 3); This equivalent black box has a behavior identical to the whole structure.
According to Fig. 2.3 the incident and reected waves at the ports are of the two
discontinuity structure is given by
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Figure 2.3: a) Schematic of a general two discontinuity problem b) GSM representa-
























Since the waves a2; a3; b2; and b3 are propagating in the same region (R2)
they are simply related by the following relation
a3 = Db2 (2.30)





iL2 ; i = j
0; otherwise
(2.32)
where 2i is the propagation constant of mode i in region 2 (R2) and L2 is
the length of region 2 By means of algebraic manipulations the previous system
of equations can be used to obtain an equivalent S-matrix which relates the mode
amplitudes in region 1 directly to those in region three, such relation is given by
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So to calculate the frequency response of a structure consisting of several
discontinuities as shown in Fig. 2.4, one has to rst calculate the scattering
matrix of each discontinuity and then cascade progressively till the whole structure
is characterized by a single S-matrix that relates the mode amplitudes in the rst
region directly to those in the last region. To account for the lengths of the rst
and last regions when calculating the frequency response (adjusting the reference
























i LN ; i = j
0; otherwise
(2.40)
where 1i , 
N
i are the propagation constant of mode i in region 1 andN respectively
and L1 and Ln are the lengths of regions 1 and N respectively. This constitutes
the full solution to the scattering problem using mode matching technique.
2.2.3 Formulation of the Eigenvalue problem
In the case of a nite closed 3D structure the eigenvalue problem is used to calcu-
late resonant frequencies of the structure subject to certain termination conditions
20
Figure 2.4: a) Schematic diagram of a structure of a cascade of N regions of
waveguides b)Scattering problem formulation c) Eigenvalue problem for-
mulation
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at the ports. The structure will have resonances at certain frequencies depend-
ing on the port termination conditions, whether the termination type is Perfect
Electric Wall (PEW) on which tangential electric elds must vanish, or Perfect
Magnetic wall on which tangential magnetic elds must vanish. To calculate the
resonant frequencies of the structure a simple analysis was followed, starting with
the cascaded S-matrix of structure and enforcing the terminations at the ports
the situations depicted in Fig. 2.4-c. A null-system of equations is obtained,note
that there are four possibilities for the combinations of the termination conditions
but two of them are redundant and can be obtained by simply interchanging the
port notations. The system can be described algebraically by the following set of
equations where D1 and DN are the diagonal matrices dened in equation 2.39









For the case of PEW at port 1 and PEW at port 2 we have:
Q =
0BB@ I + STotal11 D1D1 STotal12 DNDN




For the case of PEW at port 1 and PMW at port 2 we have:
Q =
0BB@ I + STotal11 D1D1  STotal12 DNDN
STotal21 D1D1 I   STotal22 DNDN
1CCA (2.43)
The null condition obtained in equation 2.41 indicate that to have a non
zero solution to the null system of equation the determinant of the matrix Q
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must vanish. The frequencies for which this condition is satised are the resonant
frequencies of the structure. So by searching for the zeros of the determinant of
the matrix Q one should be able to nd the resonant frequencies of the whole
structure. This constitutes the full solution to the eigenvalue problem using mode
matching technique.
2.3 Generalized Transverse Resonance Method
The Generalized Transverse Resonance method (GTR) is a well-known technique
used to analyze waveguide cross-sections that can be segmented into rectangular
regions. The literature about GTR is very extensive, and its theory and applica-
tions can be found in many references [1, 39, 4144]. A comprehensive formulation
for a general case scenario where GTR was used to characterize the TEM, TE and
TM modes for a generalized cross section was presented in [39] A brief discussion
of the technique is given here for completeness.
In essence GTR is a special case of the eigenvalue problem solved by mode
matching technique which was presented in the previous section. Its a two di-
mensional case where any non separable cross section is segmented into interlacing
regions of parallel plate waveguides as shown in Fig.2.5 Since all the eigen modes
of parallel plate waveguides are known analytically and they represent a complete
set. The electromagnetic eld inside each parallel plate region is expressed as a
weighted sum of the basis functions. The same mode matching procedure dis-
cussed earlier is then applied with the only di¤erence that the matching is done
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Figure 2.5: a) Generalized cross-section segmented into parallel plate regions b) GSM
characterization of the cross-section
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on the line of intersection of the two parallel plate regions rather than on the
surface area of intersection in the three dimensional mode matching case. At the
nal step appropriate termination conditions are enforced, the eigen values here
will be the cut o¤ frequencies of the modes which is the two dimensional coun-
terpart of the resonant frequencies in the three dimensional case. As an example
, a non-separable cross section of a ridge waveguide is shown in Fig.2.6. Taking
the symmetry into consideration, it can be segmented into two parallel plate re-
gions R1 and R2. Using the technique outlined earlier the cut o¤ frequencies and
subsequently complete eld descriptions of the cross sections can be found. Even
symmetry modes can be obtained by imposing PMW at the symmetry line while
odd modes can be obtained by imposing PEW at the symmetry line.
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Figure 2.6: a) Ridge waveguide cross-section segmented into parallel plate regions b)







Directional couplers are key components in modern microwave systems. They nd
applications in power monitoring, in antenna beam forming networks, several test
assemblies and variable power dividers [20, 4547]. They can also be utilized to
construct directional lters and multiplexers [47].
In waveguide technology directional couplers are usually realized by cou-
pling two main waveguides by some sort of coupling mechanism located in the
joint wall between the main guides. Waveguide directional couplers can be cate-
gorized based on the type of the coupling mechanism used to realize the coupler.
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The categories include multi-aperture couplers [45, 46, 4851], and branchguide
couplers. [5259] The design of multi-aperture couplers was originally based
on Bethes small aperture theory [60] Extensions to the theory addressed the
large apertures and the e¤ects of aperture resonances and interactions between
apertures[49, 61, 62] The design of branchguide couplers is based on the theory of
quarter-wave transformer prototype.[63, 64] Rectangular waveguide branchguide
couplers can be implemented in E-plane conguration where the two main lines
are stacked vertically with coupling provided by branches realized in the broad
wall of the waveguide.[57, 59] Another implementation is the H-plane congura-
tion where the two main lines are placed side by side and a coupling mechanism
is introduced in the narrow intermediate walls.[58] These couplers are easy to
manufacture but provide limited bandwidth.
In ridge waveguide technology cross couplers were proposed by Getsinger
[65]but that conguration does not satisfy tight (>6dB)coupling performance.
Recently ridge waveguide couplers in E-plane conguration were proposed by
Ruiz-Cruz [66] ; however the work did not provide a systematic design procedure
for such couplers.
In this chapter a detailed systematic dimensional synthesis procedure for
ridge waveguide couplers in both E-plane and H-plane congurations is presented.
The procedure is modular and is based on an equivalent circuit representation of a
building block comprised of a single branch unit section. By extracting equivalent
circuit parameters from full-wave simulation of the unit section, suitable physical
dimensions of the unit section can be synthesized. Using this modular design
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Figure 3.1: a) Ideal Circuit of a branch line coupler using immitance notation b) Ideal
circuit of nth branch in the case of series branches c) Ideal circuit of nth
branch in the case of parallel branches
scheme enables the assembly of N unit sections each representing a branch and a
piece of main line. By such assembly an N th-order coupler can be readily realized.
The ideal circuit synthesis is discussed in details in the next section
3.2 Ideal Circuit Branch-line Coupler Synthesis
Branch-line couplers are composed of pieces of transmission lines connected to
each other in a certain arrangement, as shown in Fig. 3.1-a There are two dual
ideal circuits that describe branch-line couplers one describes the case where
the branches connecting the main lines are series connected between the main
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lines as shown in Fig. 3.1-b while the dual case describes the circuit where the
branches are parallel connected as shown in Fig. 3.1-c. In the case of the series
representation the purpose of Ideal circuit synthesis is to calculate the impedance
ratios of the main lines and of the branches with respect to the impedance of the
terminating ports. In the case of the parallel representation the admittance ratios
are calculated. In the literature the expression immitance was used to describe
the ratios independently of the realization with the understanding that the ratio
is between impedances in series case and admittances in the parallel case The
expression Ki represents the ratios of the immitance of the main line w.r.t. the
terminating port impedance and Hi represents the ratios of the immitance of the
branches w.r.t. the same terminating port impedance.
Ideal circuit synthesis of equal-ripple branch-line couplers was originally pre-
sented in [67, 68] where the ratios Ki were xed to unity then a better synthesis
was proposed in by Young [52]where the ratios Ki were allowed to be varied to
achieve optimal performance. Alternative approach to the synthesis by Young
was presented by Levy in [53] .
3.2.1 Quarter-Wave Transformer prototype design
Since the design of branchguide couplers is based on the theory of optimum equal
ripple Chebyshev quarter-wave transformer prototype[69] We will start by review-
ing the synthesis of the quarter wave transformer this treatment follows the work
presented in [20, 47] which are in turn following the original work by [63, 64]. An
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Figure 3.2: Ideal circuit representation of an N th order Transformer
N section quarter wave transformer is a cascade connection of N quarter wave-
length sections of transmission lines with di¤erent characteristic impedances. The
frequency at which the sections are quarter wavelength is the center frequency of
the transformer.
Problem Statement.
Given a frequency range f1 ! f2 and a ratio between source and load impedance
of S = ZN+1
Zo
nd the number of sections N and the impedance of each section Zi
such that the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio VSWR at the input port does not
exceed a prescribed quantity Smax over the whole frequency band f1 ! f2
Step1: Find the Order of the Transformer
start by N = 1 and see if the following relation is satised:









Tn(x) = 2xTn 1(x)  Tn 2(x)
T2(x) = 2x
2   1
T1(x) = x (3.2)
T0(x) = 1
and the angle ' denes the electric length at the lower frequency f1; its
related to the relative bandwidth wq of the transformer by the following relation:










if relation 3.1 is not satised increase N by 1 and retry till the correct order
is reached
Step2: Find the Junctions Impedance Ratios
After nding the order of the transformer the task now is to nd the characteristic
impedances Z1 to Zn The procedure involves nding the impedance ratios at each










The parameter an can be calculated based on a tabular recursive relation origi-
nally presented in [63]:First start by populating an initially zero-lled matrix x of
dimension n x n using the following relations:




x(i; 1) = 2x(2; 2)x(i  1; 2)  x(i  2; 1); i = 3; 4; ; :: (3.5)
x(i; j) = x(2; 2)(x(i  1; j   1) + x(i  1; j + 1))  x(i  2; j); i; j = 3; 4; ; ::
The rst non-zero entry of the nth row of the matrix x represents the im-
pedance ratio at the middle section(s) of the transformer , the next element
represents the next impedance ratios at the two adjacent junctions and so forth.
Explicit recursive expressions for ai is given by:




Once the junction impedance ratios are known the section impedances can
be calculated readily according to the following relation:
Zi+1 = Zii (3.7)
3.2.2 Synthesis of Ideal Banch-line Couplers
An ideal branch line coupler shown schematically in Fig. 3.3 is a symmetrical four
port lossless network. The ideal coupler is characterized by a scattering matrix
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Figure 3.3: A schematic diagram of a general coupler circuit with port designations
and incident waves aiand reected waves bi
relating the incident and reected waves at its four ports as given by 3.8. Special
relations hold for the ideal coupler:
1. The four ports are all matched , Sii = 0; i = 1; 2; 3; 4
2. The four ports are isolated in a special way S14 = S23 = S32 = S41 = 0:
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A coupler is usually characterized mainly by an important quantity which
is the coupling C: The coupling indicates how much energy is coupled from an
input port to the corresponding coupled port, this is given by S13:This is a design
parameter, i.e. the coupling is specied before starting the design. Next we will
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present the ideal circuit synthesis of branch line couplers.
Problem Statement.
Given a frequency range f1 ! f2 and a required coupling factor C nd the
number of sections N and the immitance ratios of each section such that the
input reection coe¢ cient at the four ports does not exceed a prescribed quantity
r
Step1: Relate the Coupler to a Corresponding Transformer
To be able to synthesize the branch line coupler imittance ratios one has to re-
late the parameters of the coupler, i.e. the coupling C; the return loss r and the
bandwidth.wc to a set of parameters of the prototype transformer i.e. an im-
pedance ratio S; a return loss Smax and a bandwidth wq that will be used in the
synthesis procedure. This is done as follows:
The coupler bandwidth is related to the transformer bandwidth by a con-
traction factor  . That factor can be estimated either graphically in [47] or
through approximate expressions in [20] In addition all other parameters required













Figure 3.4: Equivalent circuit at the nth junction of the coupler a,c series representa-
tion b,d parralel representation
Once the parameters of the transformer are known it can be readily synthesized
as explained before in 3.2.1 from the synthesis one will be able to calculate the
order N and the junction impedance ratios. The order of the coupler is N + 1
Step2: Calculate the Immitance Ratios
A single section of the coupler is depicted in Fig.3.4 The dual cases of series and
parallel representations are depicted with symmetry planes at the middle of the
branches. In the series case the reactance jHn represents the impedance looking
into branch n when its terminated at its symmetry plane while in the parallel
case it represents the susceptance looking into branch n when its terminated at
its symmetry plane. Both values are numerically equal to the immitance value
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of the branch since this would be the input impedance/susceptance looking into
a terminated transmission line of electrical length of 
4
Noting that the branches are separated by a 
2
pieces of transmission lines,





















The solution for the ratios un and wn is a numerical calculation that was
presented in [20] and which follows a graphical; procedure originally presented in
[52], it starts as follows:
for odd N
1-Set n = N+1
2
and "n=4
2-Solve the two equations 3.17 and 3.18 simultaneously subject to the






+ 1 = 0 (3.17)
u2n   w2n   2
wnun
tan(2"n)
















4-Decrease n by 1 and recurs till n = 0
for even N
























3-Decrease n by 1 and use recursion relations given in equations 3.17-
3.20 until n = 0
By calculating the ratios un and wn successive denormalization can be used
to calculate all the immitance values given that K0 is equal to one as shown in
Fig. 3.1.
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3.3 Modular Design of Ridge waveguide branch-
guide coupler
3.3.1 Representation of the Unit Section using Equivalent
Circuits
In this section we will present a modular approach to the design of ridge waveguide
branch-guide couplers. Central to this approach is the basic building block, which
will be called the unit section. The unit section is a four port network representing
a branch connected between two main lines. The four port equivalent circuit rep-
resentation of the unit section is shown in Fig. 3.5-a where the branch is realized
by a transmission line of admittance Ybranch connected in parallel between the two
main lines of unity admittance; this is used to represent the unit section in the
H-plane conguration. Its dual circuit has the branch realized by a transmission
line of impedance Zbranch connected in series between the two main lines of unity
impedance; this is used to represent the unit section in the E-plane conguration.
Since the unit section is fully symmetric the analysis of the four port problem
can be reduced to calculation of two decoupled two port circuits by placing ap-
propriate boundary conditions at the symmetry planes. In ideal circuit terms the
odd mode circuit would be obtained if a short circuit is placed at the symmetry
plane. In the electromagnetic problem this corresponds to a Perfect Electric Wall
(PEW) being placed at the plane of symmetry forcing all tangential electric eld
components to vanish. The even mode case is where in ideal circuits an open
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circuit is placed at the plane of symmetry. In the corresponding electromagnetic
problem a Perfect Magnetic Wall (PMW) being placed at the plane of symmetry
forcing all tangential magnetic eld components to vanish . The unit sections
realization for ridge waveguide H-plane unit section is shown in Fig. 3.5-b, while
the E-plane counter part is shown in Fig. 3.5-c Their split halves can also be seen
in Fig. 3.5-e and f.
The goal is to extract the equivalent circuit parameters of the unit sections at
a xed frequency, namely , branch and Ybranch or Zbranch. Consider the equivalent
circuits for the series case shown in Fig. 3.5-d. The circuit is comprised of a unity
impedance transmission line of length =2 cascaded by a series stub of impedance
Zbranch and length =2 then cascaded by another unity impedance transmission
line of length =2. By multiplying the three individual ABCD matrices, it can





0BB@ cos  xo sin2 j(sin + xo(1+cos)2 )
j(sin  xo(1 cos)
2
) cos  xo sin
2
1CCA(3.24)
jxo = jZbranch tan(branch=2)





0BB@ cos  xe sin2 j(sin + xe(1+cos)2 )
j(sin  xe(1 cos)
2
) cos  xe sin
2
1CCA(3.25)
jxe =  jZbranch cot(branch=2)
Upon inspection of the two ABCD matrices, one can identify the possi-
bility of obtaining the required parameters by simple algebraic operations. The
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Figure 3.5: a) Equivalent circuit for a unit section Parallel representationb) Unit
section in H-plane conguration c) Unit section in E-plane conguration d)
Equivalent circuit of half unit section Series representation. e) H-plane
half unit section cut along symmetry plane f) E-plane half unit section cut
along symmetry plane
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(B   C)odd(B   C)even
branch = 2 tan
 1(
 Zbranch(B   C)even
) (3.26)
 = sin 1(





Similarly for the parallel representation case:
Ybranch =
p
(B   C)odd(B   C)even
branch = 2 tan
 1(
 Ybranch(B   C)odd
) (3.27)
 = sin 1(





To obtain the equivalent circuit parameters of the unit section, rigorous
Mode Matching Method is used to compute the scattering parameters of half the
unit section at the chosen xed frequency with both PEW and PMW boundary
conditions at the appropriate symmetry planes. Then the ABCD parameters are
computed by S to ABCD transformation. Finally, from the ABCD parameters of
both the odd and even sub-sections the equivalent circuit parameters are obtained,
using equation 3.26 or equation 3.27.
3.3.2 Analysis of the unit section using mode matching
The full-wave analysis of this unit section is carried out by a rigorous mode-
matching method in two stages. First, the eigen modes in all the waveguides
constituting the unit section are calculated. Then the electromagnetic eld in each
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point of the structure is represented as a modal series. In the second stage, the
eld representations on each side of the discontinuity between two waveguides are
matched. The complete 2 port scattering parameters of the unit section is obtained
by cascading the generalized scattering matrix (GSM) of each basic discontinuity.
Detailed treatment of the characterization of waveguides and the discontinuities
can be found in [39, 70]
Mode Matching Analysis of the E-plane Unit Section
Fig. 3.6. shows the di¤erent cross-sections involved in the full-wave analysis
of the E-plane unit section. There are two cross sections involved. The rst is
a single ridge waveguide and the second is a rectangular waveguide. A single
GSM with each boundary condition imposed at the symmetry plane of the second
cross-section to characterize the discontinuity between the ridge waveguide and
the rectangular waveguide. A schematic diagram of the building blocks of the
mode matching analysis of the E-plane unit section is shown in Fig.3.7
Mode Matching Analysis of the H-plane Unit Section
Fig. 3.8 . shows the di¤erent cross-sections involved in the full-wave analysis of
the H-plane unit section. Here there are three cross-sections. The rst one is
that of a single ridge waveguide and the second is a double ridge waveguide while
the third cross section is a triple ridge waveguide. Two GSM s are calculated
with each boundary condition imposed at the symmetry planes of cross sections
2 and 3 to characterize the discontinuities between the di¤erent waveguides of
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Figure 3.6: a) First Cross-section: Two separate single ridge waveguides b) Second
cross-section simple rectangular waveguide of dimensions a times (2b+t)
c) Dimensions of the E-plane unit section along the Z-direction
Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of the calculation of the generalized scattering
matrix for a unit section in teh E-plane conguration dimensions are ac-
cording to Fig. 3.6
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the structure. A schematic diagram of the building blocks of the mode matching
analysis of the H-plane unit section is shown in Fig.3.9
It is important to note that the procedure for extracting the equivalent
circuit parameters described in the previous section includes the e¤ects of the
discontinuities at the junctions of all the ridge waveguides involved. Although the
equivalent circuit does not explicitly include the discontinuities, the parameter
values obtained include these e¤ects, since the mode matching method accounts for
the exact elds and hence all the discontinuities involved. However the extracted
parameters are valid at a single frequency and therefore the equivalent circuit will
be frequency dependent.
3.3.3 Choosing Initial Dimensions
Choice of the cross-sectional dimensions of the ridge waveguide, for the main line,
depends mainly on the frequency band of the coupler operation. They are usually
chosen such that the fundamental mode in the main ridge waveguide has a cut-
o¤ frequency adequately below the lower band edge and the rst higher order
mode has its cut-o¤ frequency as far as possible from the higher band edge. As
for the longitudinal dimensions of the lines and branches, the equivalent circuit
approach discussed earlier is used to obtain their initial values. To design a unit
section, the longitudinal dimensions have to be chosen in such a way to satisfy,
as close as possible, the conditions required for best performance; namely  
branch  90 and Ybranch or Zbranch  the immitance value obtained from ideal
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Figure 3.8: a) First Cross-section: Two separate single ridge waveguides b) Second
cross-section: double ridge waveguide c) Third cross-section: multiple
ridge waveguide d) Dimensions of the H-plane unit section along the Z-
direction.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of the calculation of the generalized scattering
matrix for a unit section in the H-plane conguration dimensions are ac-
cording to Fig. 3.8
circuit synthesis. To be able to realize di¤erent immitance values for the branches
of the coupler suitable combinations of the longitudinal dimensions have to be
found. To demonstrate the systematic steps of the synthesis procedure two design
examples, one H-plane coupler realized in LTCC technology and one E-plane
coupler realized in empty metallic ridge waveguide technology, are presented.
3.4 H-planeCoupler Design Example
A coupler is required to have a return loss and isolation of better than 25dB over
the frequency band (4.5-7.5) GHz the coupling is specied as30.5 dB over the
whole frequency band. The coupler will be designed assuming LTCC technology.
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3.4.1 Ideal Circuit Design.
Initial design is based on ideal circuit model of the branch line coupler. This is
used to reduce the amount of full-wave optimization. Given the specications of
the coupler a synthesis procedure [52, 53] is used to get the admittance ratios
needed to realize the coupler.
For tight coupling and wider bandwidths the admittance ratios of the branches
to the main line tend to get extremely low and sometimes the synthesis procedure
fails to produce immitance ratios that satisfy the synthesis goals. In our case with
the wide bandwidth and in order to avoid such extremities tandem realization
is used to get reasonable admittance ratios. The tandem connection method is
based on cascading two or more identical loose couplers to realize an overall tight
coupling performance. Fig. 3.10 shows a schematic view of a such arrangement.
Writing down the scattering parameters equations of the whole system ac-
cording to equation 3.8. We will assume that each of the two couplers is perfectly











a01 = b2 = S12a1 + S13a4 (3.30)





13)a1 + 2S12S13a4 (3.32)






Figure 3.10: a)Connection of two identical Couplers b) Equivalent overall coupler
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So the magnitude of the coupling of the two cascaded couplers is given by
k2S12S13k while the lossless condition dictates that :
kS12k2 + kS13k2 = 1 (3.34)
Then we can relate the coupling of the single section S13 to the overall
coupling given by k2S12S13k as follows:












results in a required tandem connection of two couplers with kS13k = 0:3827 or
8:3432 dB
In our case, to achieve the required coupling over the required bandwidth, a
tandem connection of two 8:9dB rather than 8:3432 dB couplers is used. Fig.3.11
shows a comparison of the two cases. Each cascaded coupler is an 8th order coupler
with admittance ratios given by equation3.37.
Yline =






0:076 0:081 0:105 0:115 0:115 0:105 0:081 0:076

It can be seen that the line admittances are very close to unity so for simplic-
ity all line admittances are xed to unity without much e¤ect on the performance
of the coupler (see Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 3.11: a) Response of two cascaded 8.32 dB couplers b) Response of two cas-
caded 8.9 dB couplers
3.4.2 Dimensional synthesis
The rst step in the dimensional synthesis is the choice of the cross section. The
choice of the cross section is subject to certain considerations. These considera-
tions include frequency band at which the component operates, and the required
power handling capabilities of the component. In the case of ridge waveguides
some criteria have been established as to the ratios of the dimensions of the cross
section namely the width of the enclosure a; its height b the width of the ridge
w an the gap g: as shown in Fig. 3.6-c. These criteria can be summarized as
follows:For best mode separation (the frequency separation between the funda-
mental mode cut o¤ frequency and the rst higher order mode) the following




 0:45 [71]. That leaves two main quantities to choose
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Figure 3.12: a) Ideal circuit response of an 8th order 8:9dB coupler with admittance
ratios according to 3.37 b) Ideal circuit response of an 8th order 8:9dB
coupler with admittance ratios according to 3.37 but with with all Yline =
1:
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Figure 3.13: Variation of equivalent circuit parameters with dimension d3 according
to Fig..3.8 -d, L=6.6 mm, d1=0.64 mm at f=5.5 GHz.
the a dimension and the gap g: These should be chosen in such a way that the cut
o¤ frequency of the fundamental mode is adequately below the frequency band
of interest so that the models that assume ideal transmission line behavior of the
waveguide hold. In addition the rst higher order mode should be pushed as far
away as possible from the frequency band of interest. Table 3.1 shows the vari-
ation of the cut o¤ frequencies of the fundamental and rst higher order modes
of a ridge waveguide. The rst entry (g = 4 LTCC layers)was chosen because it
o¤ered the best mode separation as well as an appropriate location of the cut o¤
frequency of the fundamental mode.
In order to realize the di¤erent values of Ybranch obtained by the ideal circuit
synthesis, suitable dimensions have to be found. Fig. 3.13 shows the variation of
the equivalent circuit parameters while sweeping the longitudinal dimension d3.
Required values of Ybranch from 0.076 to 0.115 can be synthesized by choosing the
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Table 3.1: Variation of fundamental mode cut o¤ frequency and rst higher order
mode cut o¤ frequency vs. the gap of the ridge waveguide according to
Fig.. 3.6-a with a=10.16 mm, b=4.75 mm (50 LTCC layers), w=4.445 mm,
and LTCC layer thickness=0.095mm.
g fc1(GHz) fc2(GHz)
4 LTTC Layers 1:94279 10:44128
6 LTTC Layers 2:30939 10:01987
8 LTTC Layers 2:60909 9:77073
10 LTTC Layers 2:86963 9:62728
appropriate values for the dimension d3 from 1 mm to 3.5 mm while maintaining
the total length of the unit section L ' g=4 at the center frequency of the coupler.
Its also noted that  t branch are close to their optimum values. After choosing
the dimensions for all sections of the coupler they are assembled together to form
the whole coupler. Figure 3.14 shows the interconnection of two sections i and
i+ 1.
Rigorous mode matching is used to analyze the complete structure. Its
worth noting that the structure is symmetric with respect to the yz and xz planes
so this reduces the task to calculating one quarter of the structure with appro-
priate boundary conditions imposed at the symmetry planes. Fig. 3.15-a shows
the initial response obtained by the dimensional synthesis procedure without any
optimization.
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Figure 3.14: Two connected unit sections a) 3D view b) top view of half the structure
with dimension convention
Figure 3.15: a) Initial response b) Initial and optimized response.
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Figure 3.16: Initial response for the classical design approach.
The powerfulness of the proposed approach is evident by how close the
initial response to the requirement is. Considering the symmetry of the branches
in the 8.9 dB coupler, and optimizing only four branch dimensions d3 and the
interconnecting length between the two 8.9 dB couplers; the optimized response
shown in Fig. 3.15-b was obtained through 48 iterations taking 2.8 minutes.
E¢ cient mode matching method enables simulating the whole 16 branch coupler
structure in only 0.14 seconds per frequency, on a 3 GHz P4 processor with 2GB
of memory.
For comparison purposes, a more classical approach was used to design the
same coupler. The approach includes using closed form expressions for stand alone
ridge waveguides [72]to calculate the Ybranch and g of the wave guide. A second
design with the same number of branches with the objective of satisfying the same
specications is attempted. Poor initial response (see Fig. 3.16) is obtained given
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that the huge discontinuities were not taken into account in the synthesis. The
same optimization was terminated after 1000 iterations after failing converge to
the desired response.
3.4.3 Transition Design
A transition from the input LTCC ridge waveguide to a standard 50
 strip line is
needed to enable the interconnection of the coupler with other components in any
microwave system, or simply for measurement purposes. Design procedures for
such transition can be seen in.[73] The design starts by taking advantage of the
similarity of eld distribution of a single ridge waveguide and the eld distribution
of a single stripline aligned vertically with the bottom of the ridge waveguide near
the gap as shown in Fig. 3.17 A connection between the ridge waveguide and an
aligned stripline will facilitate a subsequent design of a stripine to a 50
 stripline
transition
The transition is basically a quarter wave transformer composed of striplines
of di¤erent characteristic impedances that should be used to match the impedance
of the rst stripline to the 50
 stripline. The synthesis procedure outlined in
3.2.1 will be employed here. The impedance of the rst stripline is calculated to
be 10:2498
 to match that to 50
 the impedances obtained using 3.2.1 are given
by3.38 and its ideal circuit response is shown in Fig.3.18.





The given transition is realized in striplines whose width along with the width of
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Figure 3.17: a)Field distribution of a single ridge waveguide b)Field distribution of a
stripline aligned with the single ridge waveguide in (a)
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Figure 3.18: Ideal circuit response of the transition whose impedances are given by3.38
Table 3.2: Transition Cross Sectional Dimensions in mm and Impedances in Ohms
a(i) [ 10:16 7:62 7:62 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 ]
w(i) [ 4:45 4:45 3:94 3:94 3:05 2:03 1:22 0:71 0:48 0:41 ]
Z(i) [ 10:24 10:17 11:28 10:76 13:61 18:81 26:99 37:49 45:98 50 ]
the enclosure control the characteristic impedance of the line. The a dimension
of the rectangular enclosure of the transition is gradually reduced to prevent the
propagation of higher order modes of the stripline sections that may be detrimental
to the overall performance. The realized impedances are given in TABLE 3.2. The
transition is simulated and optimized using rigorous mode matching technique and
the results are veried by HFSS.
A transition with a return loss of better than 25 dB from 2.75 GHz to 9 GHz
was designed. The response of the optimized transition is shown in Fig. 3.19 along
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Figure 3.19: Optimized response of a transition from single ridge to 50 Ohm stripline
Figure 3.20: a) Top view of the rst two sections of the transition b) side view showing
the connection of the rst section to the ridge waveguide
with HFSS simulation results to verify the mode matching results. A schematic
drawing of the rst two sections of the transition is shown in Fig. 3.20Detailed
dimensions are given in Table 3.3.
3.4.4 Final full-wave Optimization
When the optimized coupler is connected with the optimized transition, slight
deterioration of the response is observed. Final full-wave optimization is used to
optimize the whole component. For the full-wave optimization an error function
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if(x =2 [y; z])
otherwise
(3.41)
where X represents the set of variables to be used in the optimization,
fN1 fN2 are the frequency set of points on which certain requirements on the iso-
lation GoalS14 and return loss GoalS11for the coupler are specied and fM1 fM2
are the frequency set of points on which certain requirements on the through
GoalS12up; GoalS12downand coupling GoalS13up; GoalS13downfor the coupler are spec-
ied. The wights W11;W12;W13;W14 are used to balance the contribution of each
of their corresponding terms to the total error function , their choice depends on
how much deviation from the goal is tolerable in each term . In order to speed up
the optimization only longitudinal dimensions are used in the optimization, this
way the time-consuming part of calculating the modes is carried out once at the
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Figure 3.21: Final optimized response of the coupler and transition.
beginning rather than at each iteration of the optimization. Fig. 3.21. shows the
nal response of the optimized component. All dimensions are given in Table 3.3.
The LTCC technology has layer thickness of 0.095 mm and dielectric con-
stant of 5.9. All vertical dimensions are multiple integers of layer thickness. The
metallization used has a thickness h =0.0127mm, the interconnecting length be-
tween the two 8.9 dB couplers is the last entry in d1.
The transition is composed of 10 sections each with a housing width a(i)
and all share the same housing height b each section has a strip of width w(i) and
length L(i) the rst two sections of the transition are shown in Fig. 3.20.
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Table 3.3: Dimensions of the Final optimized Coupler according to Fig. 3.8 and Fig.
3.14 and Transition according to Fig. 3.20.
Coupler Dimensions in mm
a 10:16 b 4:75 (50 layers) g2 1:52(16 layers)
w 4:445 g 0:38 (4 layers) t 1:27
d1(i) [ 2:54 0:66 0:67 0:67 0:71 0:67 0:67 0:66 0:69 ]
d2(i) [ 2:02 2:06 1:37 1:11 1:10 1:43 2:05 2:03 ]
d3(i) [ 1:29 1:17 2:34 3:00 2:94 2:34 1:12 1:29 ]
Transition Dimensions in mm
a(i) [ 10:16 4:62 7:62 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 5:08 ]
w(i) [ 4:45 4:45 3:94 3:94 3:05 2:03 1:22 0:71 0:48 0:41 ]
L(i) [ 2:7 0:89 12:53 0:29 4:70 4:55 4:29 4:43 4:87 6:35 ]
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3.5 E-plane Coupler Design Example
A coupler that has a return loss and isolation of better than 25dB over the fre-
quency band (3.1-4.9) GHz. The coupling is specied as30.5 dB over the whole
frequency band. The coupler will be designed assuming air lled metallic ridge
waveguide technology.
3.5.1 Ideal Circuit Design and dimensional synthesis
Given the specications of the coupler a synthesis procedure [52, 53] is used to get
the impedance ratios needed to realize the coupler. Since the bandwidth here is
moderate compared to the design example of the H-plane coupler;the requirement
can be met with a single 5th order coupler without the need for tandem realization.
The coupler has the following impedance ratios:
Zline =






0:206 0:400 0:512 0:400 0:206

The considerations for choosing the cross sections of the ridge waveguide
were discussed earlier (pp. 51). Table 3.4 shows the variation of the cut o¤
frequencies of the fundamental and rst higher order modes of a ridge waveguide.
The rst entry (g = 3 mm)was chosen because it o¤ered the best mode separation
as well as an appropriate location of the cut o¤ frequency of the fundamental
mode
In this design the line impedances are not as close to unity as the wider
bandwidth coupler in the H-plane design example, so cross-sections of the lines
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Table 3.4: Variation of fundamental mode cut o¤ frequency and rst higher order
mode cut o¤ frequency vs. the gap of the ridge waveguide according to





Figure 3.22: Variation of equivalent circuit parameters with longitudinal dimension d
according to Fig. 3.6-c L=20.32 mm at f=4 GHz.
have to be chosen to have those line impedances.
It was shown in [66] that the gap of the ridge waveguide relates directly to
the impedance of the line. In order to synthesize the branches, the same procedure
introduced before will be followed here Fig. 3.22 shows the variation the equivalent
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Figure 3.23: Initial Response of the 5 branch E-Plane Coupler
circuit parameters while sweeping the longitudinal dimension d.
Initial dimensions of the coupler can be obtained using the equivalent circuit
information provided by Fig. 3.22 Given the symmetry of Zbranch; three unit
sections with appropriate longitudinal dimensions were synthesized. The initial
response of the synthesized coupler is shown in 3.23.
3.5.2 Transition to standard SMA connector
A transition from the input ridge waveguide to a standard 50
 SMA connector is
designed to enable measurement of the designed coupler. The transition is com-
prised of sections of strip lines which are connected to the edge of the input ridge
waveguide near its gap beneting from the similarity of the eld distribution of
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the strip line and that of the ridge waveguide in the gap region. The design proce-
dures for such transition can be seen in [74]. The transition is basically a quarter
wave transformer composed of striplines of di¤erent characteristic impedances that
should be used to match the impedance of the rst stripline to the last stripline
which has a characteristic impedance of 50
 The last stripline is then tapped in
by the inner conductor of a standard 50
 SMA connector. A transition with a
return loss of better than 30 dB from 2GHz to 6GHz was designed. Schematic
view of the transition along with dimension convention is shown in Fig. 3.24.
The response, obtained by mode matching method, of the optimized transition is
shown in Fig. 3.25. All dimensions are given in Table 3.5.
3.5.3 Final Full-wave optimization
The optimized coupler is connected with the optimized transition, and nal full-
wave optimization is used to optimize the whole component. Only longitudinal
dimensions are used as optimization variables to speed up the optimization. The
error function used in the optimization is based on a mask on the return loss,
isolation, through and coupling. Figure 3.27. shows the nal HFSS response of
the optimized coupler with the transition to SMA. All dimensions are given in
Table 3.5. while Figure 3.26 shows a schematic diagram of the coupler, with the
dimensions convention used. Again in the E-plane structure, its worthy to note
that the structure is symmetric with respect to the yz and xz planes so this reduces
the task to calculating one quarter of the structure with appropriate boundary
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Figure 3.24: A transition from single ridge waveguide to a 50 Ohm SMA connector
a)3D view b) side view c) top view
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Figure 3.25: Full-wave response of a transition from ridge waveguide to a 50 Ohm
SMA connector
conditions imposed at the symmetry planes.
3.5.4 Results of the Experimental Coupler
The optimized coupler was machined without any tuning screws. A photograph of
the manufactured component is shown in Figure 3.29. The response of the com-
ponent is shown in Figure.3.28 . Slight deterioration is observed and is believed to
be due to the tolerances of the machining process. The machining tolerance was
1 mil. The coupler was assembled from several separate mechanical pieces and
the contact of the SMA inner conductor with the stripline transition was di¢ cult
to align perfectly which contributed to worsen the observed return loss. Mode
Matching was used to perform a random tolerance analysis of the coupler. In
computation, a margin tolerance of 1 mil in the longitudinal dimensions of the
coupler was used. Fig. 3.30 shows the results for the random tolerance analysis.
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Figure 3.26: Schematic diagram of the 5 branch E-Plane Coupler a) Top view b) Side
view
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Figure 3.27: Final optimized response of coupler with transition
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Table 3.5: Dimensions of the nal optimized coupler according to Fig. 3.6 and Fig.
3.25. and transition according to Fig. 3.24.
Coupler Dimensions in mm
a 55:52 b 10:92 g 3 w 27:76
w1 29:98 g1 3:23 w2 25:67 g2 3:23
d1 0:6 d2 18:79 d3 0:87 d4 19:67
d5 1:11 t 2:54
Transition Dimensions in mm
II 4:11 I 1:27 p 0:97 t 2:54
w(i) [ 27:76 16:51 10:80 8:89 6:35 ]
L(i) [ 13:76 2:86 4:27 6:18 20:22 ]
a(i) [ 55:52 34:29 21:59 11:43 ]
e(i) [ 13:76 2:48 6:56 25:79 ]
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter a modular procedure for the synthesis, design and optimization of
ridge waveguide couplers, in both H-Plane and E-plane congurations, has been
presented. This approach was shown to enable the design of wideband couplers
utilizing the characteristics of the ridge waveguide (compact size, wide mono-
mode range). The modular approach consists of modeling a unit section that
corresponds to a single branch, using an equivalent ideal transmission line cir-
cuit and utilizing rigorous mode matching method to obtain initial dimensions
for the branches. By virtue of the very good initial response obtained by the
synthesis procedure; the proposed approach of the design process greatly reduces
the amount of full-wave optimizations needed to nalize the design process. Two
design examples are given; a prototype was built and measured to validate the
design process. Limitations to the proposed design methodology stems from in-
herent limitations in the ideal circuit synthesis. For the synthesis of the prototype
quarter wave transformer the maximum fractional bandwidth allowed by theory
is 200% taking the contraction factor between allowed coupler bandwidth and
corresponding transformer bandwidth this limits achievable coupler bandwidth
to around 125% . Another limitation was evident in the design of the E-plane
couplers. Generally the wider the coupler transform the smaller the immitance
ratios of the branches. In the E-plane case,this leads impractically small values
of the width of the gap between main lines. This poses a technological limitation
on achieving wider bandwidth in the E-plane case. Fortunately this limitation
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Figure 3.28: Measured Response vs. HFSS response
is overcome in the H-plane case, where the gap of the narrow ridge representing
the branch controls to a great extent the immitance of the branch and the larger
the gap the smaller the immitance which completely overcome the mentioned
limitation. Finally the proposed structures o¤er good sensitivity with respect to
manufacturing tolerances,as shown in Fig.3.30
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Figure 3.29: The manufactured coupler
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Microwave lters are widely used in many microwave systems. They are usually
composed of resonators and coupling structures that exhibit pass and stop band
characteristics in di¤erent frequency regions. The design challenge is how to nd
the set of dimension in a certain technology to realize a set of electrical, mechan-
ical and environmental specications. The subject of microwave lters has been
under investigation for well over half a century with enormous body of literature
available. Some very good historical review articles can be found in [7579]
Although the subject of microwave lter design is well-established; the emerg-
ing modern communication systems greatly stimulate the need of more compact
microwave lters with more stringent requirements. The predominant technology
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historically employed for low-loss microwave lters is empty waveguide technology,
where either rectangular or circular waveguides are used to realize the lters. Al-
though ridge waveguides were known for quite long time [8082],inadequate design
methodologies hampered the utilization of their full potential. With advances in
numerical techniques and the rapidly growing computational capabilities of mod-
ern computers ridge waveguide came to be considered a very good candidate to be
utilized in realizing lters.[32, 4042, 70, 8388] Ridge waveguide o¤er excellent
characteristics such as wide mono-mode band where the frequency separation be-
tween the cut o¤ frequency of the fundamental and the rst higher order mode is
large compared to the corresponding mode separation of a rectangular waveguide
with the same cut o¤ frequency. This particular characteristic results in a bet-
ter stop-band performance of the lters. Another advantageous characteristic is
that for the same outer cross-section ridge waveguides operate at a much lower
frequency compared to rectangular waveguides,this results in a more compact size
of the lter On the other hand power handling capability of ridge waveguides are
limited in comparison to rectangular waveguides.
In recent years an excellent approach to reduce size, cost,and increase relia-
bility of RF/microwave systems is the integration of components into multilayer
substrates using Low Temperature Co-red Ceramics (LTCC) [89]. This technol-
ogy employs a multilayer substrate manufactured by deposition, layer by layer, of
dielectric and metallic patterns. Three-dimensional structures such as rectangular
and ridge waveguides can be implemented in LTCC by the via technology [9093].
Another key aspect in lter design is the selectivity of the lter, which
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can be provided by an introducing nite transmissions zeros or elliptic function
response. Elliptic function lters realized in waveguides have been extensively
researched. Dual mode lters in circular [9496] and elliptic [97] cavities were
designed. Canonical lters using rectangular [98, 99] and ridge waveguide [9] were
also proposed. However, all these designs were meant for narrow bandwidths
(relative bandwidths < 6%). More challenging requirements in modern communi-
cation and radar systems call for wider bandwidths.(relative bandwidths > 10%)
Wider bandwidths lters are more challenging to design. In this chapter we will
discuss the challenges encountered in the design of such lters and explain pos-
sible solutions to successfully design wide-band canonical ridge waveguide lters
realized in LTCC technology.
4.2 Ideal Circuit Representation of the lter
The generalized ideal lossless circuit used to model the network characteristics
of the folded canonical elliptic function lter is shown in Fig.4.1, It consists of
n (where n is an even number) LC resonators arranged in two identical rows.
Each resonator in a row is coupled through a mutual inductance/capacitance M
to adjacent resonators in the same row as well as to the corresponding resonator
in the other row across the plane of symmetry. Each resonator (i) has total loop







. In the case of synchronously tuned lters all resonators have the






















Writing the loop equations of the folded network shown assuming all loop
currents are in the clock-wise direction one can easily construct the following
impedance matrix representation of the loop equations:
[V ] = [Z][J ] (4.1)
[V ] = [ v1 0 0 0 vn ]
T (4.2)
[J ] = [ i1 i2 ::: in 1 in ]
T (4.3)




















0 M1;2 : : : M1;n
M1;2 0 M2;3 ::: M2;n 1 0
: : : : : :
: : : : : :
: M2;n 1 : : 0 M1;2
M1;n : : : : 0
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(4.7)
Now dene the absolute coupling coe¢ cient kij =Mij=L near the center frequency













[Z] = j(I   Zo
L
[M ]) (4.8)
[Z] = j(I   Zo[K]) (4.9)
[Z] = j(I   [m]) (4.10)
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Where [m] is called the normalized coupling matrix, whose elements are mij =
Zokij
From simple circuit theory, for a lter of bandwidth BW and center fre-










The following correspondence between lter specications i.e. center frequency





From 4.12 and 4.9 it can be readily shown that the absolute coupling coe¢ cient
kij = mij=Zo = mij(
BW
fo
) ; thus for lters with wider bandwidths the required
absolute coupling coe¢ cient is directly proportional to the required bandwidth
for a given center frequency.
4.3 Realization of Canonical Filters Using Ridge
Waveguide and LTCC Technology
To obtain the electrical response given by the ideal circuit shown in Fig. 4.1 All
elements of the ideal circuits should be mapped into a physical realization. the
physical realization of choice in this design is ridge waveguide. The task is to
realize all elements of the ideal circuit i.e. resonators, input coupling resistance
and all other couplings including adjacent couplings and cross couplings
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4.3.1 Realization of Resonators
The resonators are usually realized using a single ridge waveguide with its cross
section chosen such that the cuto¤ frequency of the fundamental mode is approxi-
mately 30% below the lower frequency edge of the pass band. This choice enables
the rejection characteristics of the lter at the lower frequency rejection band to
be satised while maximizing the benets of the wide mono-mode band of the
ridge waveguide.
To realize ridge waveguide resonators in LTCC technology solid walls are
approximated by interlaced vertical rows of vias while solid blocks like ridges are
realized using both vertical vias and horizontal strips metallization to approximate
the characteristics of a solid block of metal. Fig. 4.2 shows an idealized ridge
waveguide resonator along with its LTCC realization.
4.3.2 Realization of Input/Output Coupling Rin=Rout
The input coupling resistance Rin is the termination resistance of the voltage
source connected to the rst LC lossless resonator of the circuit. Fig. 4.3 shows
the equivalent circuit of the input coupling resistance connected to a single LC
resonator along with a typical ideal circuit response. The input impedance looking












Figure 4.2: a) Idealized ridge waveguide resonator b) LTCC realization of ridge
waveguide resonator
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Figure 4.3: a) Single resonator with input coupling b)Phase of S11 c) Derivative of
phase w.r.t. angular frequency !
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From equation 4.17 it can be seen that the minimum of the quantity d
df
(which





or in other words
Rin =
4ddf  fo (4.18)
To calculate the resulting input coupling Rin corresponding to the chosen
dimensions , the S parameters of the physical input/output structure is calculated
numerically using full-wave simulation and through the use of equation 4.18
4.3.3 Realization of Inter-Cavity Couplings
Couplings between two lossless LC resonators can be represented by a mutual
inductance/capacitance .[101]. The ideal circuit describing two identical LC res-
onators coupled by a mutual inductance M that corresponds to an absolute cou-




, as shown in Fig. 4.4-a. Utilizing
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Figure 4.4: a) Two Coupled Resonators b)Alternative equivalent circuit for two cou-
pled resonators c)Sub-circuit with short circuit imposed at plane of sym-
metry d)Sub-circuit with open circuit imposed at plane of symmetry
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simple circuit transformations one can get the circuit shown in Fig. 4.4-b At the
symmetry plane two conditions can be applied either a short circuit condition or
an open circuit condition. In the case of short circuit termination at the plane of
symmetry Fig. 4.4-c we will have a resonator that will resonate at a frequency
fe = 1=2
p
C(L M) while in the case of open circuit termination Fig. 4.4-
d the corresponding resonator will resonate at fm = 1=2
p
C(L+M): Simple
mathematics can be used to show that
k =
f 2e   f 2m










In the case of physical realization we can use the shown analysis conversely
.We start by two identical coupled resonators and apply the two boundary condi-
tions at the plane of symmetry in the following manner : for a short circuit the
corresponding physical boundary condition is a Perfect Electric Wall (PEW) at
which tangential electric eld components vanish. In the case of open circuit the
corresponding physical boundary condition is a Perfect Magnetic Wall (PMW) at
which tangential magnetic eld components vanish. By calculating the resonant
frequencies for the physical structure under the two boundary conditions and us-
ing equations 4.19 and 4.20 we can calculate the inter-cavity coupling coe¢ cient
k and the synchronous resonant frequency fo and the coupling in frequency units
is given by M = kfo:The sign of the coupling k has a physical meaning , if k
has a positive sign this indicate that the coupling is dominated by magnetic eld
couplings while if the sign is negative this indicates that the coupling is dominated
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by electric eld coupling.
a) Adjacent Couplings
Adjacent couplings can be represented by a mutual inductance/capacitance be-
tween two lossless LC resonators. To map this into a physical realization a reac-
tance between two resonators must be realized. That can be achieved by using a
section of waveguide working under cuto¤ frequency so it can be represented by a
reactance over the band of the lter Two possible realizations will be presented,
in the rst case shown in Fig. 4.5 the adjacent couplings are realized by sections
of evanescent rectangular waveguide. In the second design shown in Fig. 4.6 the
adjacent couplings are realized by sections of evanescent ridge waveguide with
the same housing of the resonator sections but with narrower ridges (lower cuto¤
frequency for the evanescent mode). It will be shown that the second design is
more advantageous for wide-band lters. The reasons for that will be discussed
in details in later sections.
b) Cross Couplings
Cross couplings are those couplings that couple resonators in di¤erent rows in
the folded conguration. They are required to have either negative or positive
signs. Given the eld distribution of a resonant ridge waveguide cavity, the best
way to achieve electric (negative) coupling is to use an iris centered below the
ridge waveguide resonator where the electric eld is concentrated and provides
the strongest coupling. On the other hand magnetic (positive) coupling is best
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Figure 4.5: Two ridge waveguide resonators coupled by evenescent rectangular
waveguide section a) 3-D view b) Side view
Figure 4.6: Two ridge waveguide resonators coupled by evenescent narrow ridge
waveguide section a) 3-D view b) Side view
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Figure 4.7: b) Two ridge waveguide reonators coupled by two magnetic type side irises
3) Two ridge waveguide reonators coupled by a magnetic type strip iris
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achieved by using irises on the periphery around the ridge waveguide resonator.
Traditionally that was achieved in [98, 99] by side irises adjacent to the lateral
walls of the waveguide. This approach will be proven not suitable for lters with
larger bandwidths.
4.4 Design Examples
To show the complete design process of a canonical folded quasi-elliptic lter real-
ized in ridge waveguide. We will design, a sixth order lter with center frequency
of 6:665 GHz and bandwidth of 720 MHz The minimum required stop-band re-
jection is 40 dB, and the maximum in-band return loss should be better than
26:4 dB. To realize the response in LTCC ridge waveguide the following steps are
followed.
4.4.1 Ideal Circuit Design
An ideal lumped element circuit satisfying the specications is obtained accord-
ing to ideal network synthesis [102, 103]. The ideal circuit has normalized in-
put/output resistance Rin = Rout = 1:262 and a normalized coupling matrix given
by 4.21 The ideal circuit response corresponding to the given coupling matrix is
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Figure 4.8: Ideal circuit response corresponding to 4.21
shown in Fig. 4.8.
Mn =
26666666666666666664
0 0:9547 0 0 0 0
0:9547 0 0:6312 0  0:1327 0
0 0:6312 0 0:7168 0 0
0 0 0:7168 0 0:6312 0
0  0:1327 0 0:6312 0 0:9547
0 0 0 0 0:9547 0
37777777777777777775
(4.21)
The lter is implemented by a ridge waveguide conguration rst proposed
in [88], with cavities arranged in two layers. The adjacent cavities are coupled by
sections of evanescent waveguides, while the non-adjacent resonators employ irises
opened at the intermediate wall. Fig. 4.9 shows a visualization of the physical
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Figure 4.9: Physical realization of a part of canonical LTCC ridge waveguide lters
[70]
realization in LTCC technology.
4.4.2 Dimensional Synthesis of Resonators and Coupling
Structures
The considerations for choosing the cross sections of the ridge waveguide were
discussed earlier (PP. 51). For Filter applications choosing the cut o¤ frequency
of the fundamental frequency is of great importance. A good rule is to have the
cut o¤ frequency of the fundamental mode such thet fc1  0:7f1 where f1 is
the frequency of the lower edge of passband of the lter[104]. Table 4.1 shows
the variation of the cut o¤ frequencies of the fundamental and rst higher order
modes of a ridge waveguide. The rst entry (g = 6 LTCC layers) was chosen
because it o¤ered the best mode separation as well as an appropriate location of
the cut o¤ frequency of the fundamental mode
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Table 4.1: Variation of fundamental mode cut o¤ frequency and rst higher order
mode cut o¤ frequency vs. the gap of the ridge waveguide according to
Fig.. 4.10-b with arec=250 mil, brec=115.94 mil (31 LTCC layers), w=110
mil, and LTCC layer thickness=3.74 mil.
hrid fc1(GHz) fc2(GHz)
6 LTTC Layers 4.53263 21.11472
8 LTTC Layers 5.13341 21.16784
10 LTTC Layers 5.66934 21.23902
In order to realize the lter function using ridge waveguide transmission lines
a set of dimensions of the resonators and coupling structures must be found such
that the electromagnetic response of the structure comprised of those resonators
and coupling structures gives the ideal circuit response shown in Fig. 4.8. A
good starting point may be obtained by examining individual sections of the lter
separately with the aim of synthesizing good initial dimensions of the whole lter.





Throughout this section all electromagnetic full wave calculations will utilize
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a rigorous mode-matching method consisting of two stages. In the rst stage the
modes of all the waveguide cross-sections involved in the problem are calculated.
With the information obtained from the modal analysis of the waveguides;the
electromagnetic elds at each point of the structure is represented as a modal
series. In the second stage, the modal series in each discontinuity between two
waveguides of the problem are matched. The complete response of the structure
is obtained by cascading the generalized scattering matrix (GSM) of each basic
discontinuity.
Input/Output Sections
Fig. 4.10 shows the structure used to realize Rin: It consists of a cascade of
an innite ridge waveguide representing the input then an evanescent section
of rectangular waveguide to represent the input coupling section , then another
section of ridge waveguide to represent the rst resonator. then another evanescent
section which is then terminated by a short circuit or in electromagnetic terms
in a Perfect Electric Wall "PEW". Analyzing the one-port circuit represented by
the structure and using equation 4.18 Rin and corresponding resonant frequency
can be calculated. By sweeping the dimensions of the coupling section and the
resonator a set of design curves can be obtained. The goal is to achieve the right
amount of coupling at the right resonant frequency. A parametric design curve
is generated and is shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.10: a) Side view of the structure used to realize Rin b) Cross sections in-
volved in the mode matching analysis of the structure c) Schematic rep-
resentation of the calculation of the generalized scattering matrix of the
structure
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Figure 4.11: Coupling in MHz =Rin BW and resonant frequency according to Fig.
4.10 arec = 250 mil, brec = 115:94 mil, wrid = 110 mil, hrid = 22:44
mil and deva = 200 mil
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Longitudinal Coupling Sections
Fig. 4.12 shows the structure used to realize longitudinal. couplings m12n and
m23n It consists of two ridge waveguide resonators coupled by an evanescent
section of rectangular waveguide. By using PEW and PMW terminations at the
plane of symmetry and calculating the corresponding resonant frequencies one
can calculate both the synchronous resonant frequency of the two resonators and
the inter-cavity coupling using equations 4.19 and 4.20. Again by sweeping the
dimensions of the coupling section and the resonator a set of design curves can be
obtained. The goal is to achieve the right amount of coupling at the right resonant
frequency. A parametric design curve is generated and is shown in Fig. 4.13.
Electric Cross Coupling Sections
Since the electric eld distributions in a resonant ridge waveguide cavity is mainly
concentrated beneath the ridge section[70], its convenient to use an iris centered
beneath the ridge section to achieve electrical coupling between resonators in
di¤erent rows,Fig. 4.14 shows the structure used to realize electric cross-couplings
m25n It consists of two ridge waveguide resonators coupled by an iris centered in the
intermediate wall between the ridge waveguide sections of the cavities. By using
PEW and PMW boundary conditions at the plane of symmetry and calculating
the corresponding resonant frequencies of a single cavity one can calculate both
the synchronous resonant frequency of the two resonators and the inter-cavity
coupling using equations 4.19 and 4.20. Again by sweeping the dimensions of
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Figure 4.12: a) Side view of the structure used to realize m12n and m23n b) Cross
sections involved in the mode matching analysis of the structure c)
Schematic representation of the calculation of the generalized scatter-
ing matrix of the structure
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Figure 4.13: Coupling in MHz =mijnBW and resonant frequency according to Fig.
4.12 arec = 250 mil, brec = 115:94 mil, wrid = 110 mil, hrid = 22:44
mil and d1 = 77 mil
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the iris a set of design curves can be obtained. The goal is to achieve the right
amount of coupling at the right resonant frequency. A parametric design curve is
generated and is shown in Fig. 4.15.
Magnetic Cross-Couplings
Magnetic coupling was previously achieved [70, 98, 99] by side irises adjacent to
the lateral walls of the waveguide. This approach proved problematic once the
bandwidth of the lter was increased. The reasons for the failure of that approach
were investigated. Fig. 4.16 shows the previously proposed coupling structure.
Fig. 4.17 shows the coupling in MHz provided by the side iris versus the width of
the iris for di¤erent iris lengths The most notable observation is that the coupling
is not monotonic; it increases, reaches a maximum, then starts decreasing and
even becomes negative electric coupling. This can be explained in light of how
the electromagnetic elds are distributed in a ridge waveguide cavity. The electric
eld is mainly concentrated beneath the ridge while the magnetic elds goes to
maximum on the periphery of the resonant cavity. Once the width of the iris
is increased the iris approaches the ridge waveguide region and the e¤ect of the
strong electric elds beneath the ridge waveguide region starts to dominate. Given
this limitation it can be seen that the maximum achievable coupling is so much
lower than the required coupling. So this approach is not suitable to realize the
needed magnetic coupling.
A new scheme that can achieve strong positive magnetic coupling is to use
a width-wise iris. This iris extends along the a dimension of the waveguide
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Figure 4.14: a) Side view of the structure used to realize m25n a) Top view of the
structure c) Cross sections involved in the mode matching analysis of
the structure d) Schematic representation of the calculation of the gen-
eralized scattering matrix of the structure Note that the structure is
symmetric in the longitudenal and vertical directions
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Figure 4.15: Coupling in MHz =mijnBW and resonant frequency according to Fig.
4.14 arec = 250 mil, brec = 115:94 mil, wrid = 110 mil, hrid = 22:44
mil,tmet = 0:5 mil,Dres = 100 mil and d1 = 275 mil
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Figure 4.16: a) Side view of the structure used to realize m34n a) Top view of the
structure c) Cross sections involved in the mode matching analysis of
the structure d) Schematic representation of the calculation of the gen-
eralized scattering matrix of the structure Note that the structure is
symmetric in the longitudenal and vertical directions
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Figure 4.17: Coupling in MHz =mijnBW and resonant frequency according to Fig.
4.16 arec = 250 mil, brec = 115:94 mil, wrid = 110 mil, hrid = 22:44
mil,tmet = 0:5 mil,Dres = 52:2 mil and dT = 452:5 mil
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and is located right next to the resonator section as shown Fig. 4.18. This
scheme will be called magnetic strip iris. Here and on the contrary to the side
iris scheme , the iris can be extended in the direction further away from the ridge
waveguide region thus harvesting more magnetic eld coupling while diminishing
the e¤ects of the electric elds. From the coupling curve shown in Fig. 4.19.,
it is clear that the required coupling, and even higher coupling which translates
to even wider fractional bandwidths, is achievable. To show the feasibility of the
coupling scheme, two lter designs are presented next, they di¤er in the way the
longitudinal coupling is realized but both share the same realization of the cross
coupling.
4.4.3 Filter Design with Rectangular Waveguide Evanes-
cent Sections
In the rst design the lter shown schematically in Fig. 4.20 was designed using
single ridge waveguide sections to realize the resonators, evanescent rectangular
waveguide sections for the adjacent couplings, a centered iris for the negative
M25n electric coupling and the proposed magnetic strip iris to realize the positive
magnetic coupling M34n. Since the lter is realized in LTCC technology, the
vertical dimensions should all be integer multiples of the LTCC layer thickness of
3:74 mils with dielectric constant r = 5:9, and all metallization layers thicknesses
are 0:5 mil. All dimensions are given in Table 4.2. The full wave response
shown in Fig. 4.21 shows asymmetry and tilting of the stop band rejection levels.
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Figure 4.18: a) Side view of the structure used to realize m34n a) Top view of the
structure c) Cross sections involved in the mode matching analysis of the
structure d) Schematic representation of the calculation of the general-
ized scattering matrix of the structure.
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Figure 4.19: Coupling in MHz =mijnBW and resonant frequency according to Fig.
4.18 arec = 250 mil, brec = 115:94 mil, wrid = 110 mil, hrid = 22:44
mil, Dres = 40 mil, dT = 50 mil and d1 = 228 mil
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Table 4.2: Dimensions of the rst Filter to Fig. 4.20 .
Cross-sectional Dimensions in mils
Dimension arec brec wrid hrid wcen




Coupling sectionsDimensions in mils
deva0 deva1 dcen deva2 dstripiris deva3
53:9 176:3 30:3 228:1 45:3 20
This tilting results in worse rejection in the high frequency band. The origins
of the tilting were investigated following well-established ideal circuit parameter
extraction techniques [105]
4.4.4 Diagnosis of Filter Response Using Parameter Ex-
traction
Parameter extraction is an important tool that enables successful diagnosis of
already designed lters. the aim of parameter extraction is to nd a coupling
matrix M whose ideal circuit response produces an already obtained electromag-






















Figure 4.21: Full wave response of the rst lter
form recursive formulas derived from the simulated or measured responses. These
formulas are based entirely on the precise locations of the zeros and poles of the
input impedance functions of the lter. the powerfulness of this approach is that
it predicts spurious couplings between nearby resonators. Next we will go through
the extraction procedure in details.
The rst step in the extraction procedure is the adjustment of the reference
plane,since the ideal circuit model assumes that the rst resonator is directly
connected to the input resistance of the port as can be seen in Fig. 4.3-a In
the electromagnetic model the exact location of connection between the resonator
and the port is not exactly known, a needed correction of the reference plane is
sought. Considering the input section of the lter shown in Fig. 4.10 one can
calculate the input reection coe¢ cient S11. Since ideally the structure is lossless
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we have jS11j = 1 looking at the phase angle of S11 we can note a discontinuity or
jump from  180 to 180 in the ideal case this jump coincides with the minimum
of the derivative of the phase. By determining the frequency of the minimum of
the derivative of the phase of S11 and adjusting the phase such that the jump
from  180 to 180 coincides with the minimum of the phase derivative a precise
calculation of the required transmission line length to be added to the circuit is
achieved. Fig. 4.22 shows the original and adjusted phase response of the input
section of the lter. It was calculated that a piece of transmission line of electrical
length of 9:3 needs to be added to the lter to correctly adjust the reference
plane.
The second step in the extraction procedure is to precisely determine the
locations of poles and zeros of the odd "electric wall termination" and even "mag-
netic wall termination" bisected lter network. The odd and even phase response
can be obtained either by simulating half the structure twice with the appropri-
ate boundary condition imposed at the plane of symmetry or directly from the
response of the whole structure according to the following relations:
S11m = (S11 + S12) (4.22)
S11e = (S11  S12) (4.23)
Fig. 4.23 shows the phase response of both electric and magnetic subcircuits
along with the detected locations of the poles and zeros of each response. Once
the poles and zeros of the odd and even input reection coe¢ cient are known
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Figure 4.22: Original phase response of S11 with the adjustment of the reference plane
and the derivative of the phase with respect to frequency
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Figure 4.23: Phase response of odd and even subcircuits of the lter
































The subscripts e or m denote the odd or even subcircuits, while the sub-
scripts z or p denote zeros or poles of the input impedance functions such that
p<e;m>q is the qthnormalized pole of the input impedance function while z<e;m>t
is the tthnormalized zero of the input impedance function. the input impedance










Once the P and Q polynomials are constructed the following procedure is
used to extract all parameters of the lter:
























where m is the phase of S11m











where 90 is the normalized frequency corresponding to 90phase of the
even mode subcircuit
























































Finally the recursion relations of the polynomials P and Q are given by:
Pi+1<e;m>() = Qi<e;m>() (4.37)
Pi<e;m>() = Pi+1<e;m>()[+mi;i mi;2n+1 i]  (4.38)
Qi+1<e;m>()[mi;i+1 mi;2n i]2
Following the steps outlined in the previous section the following lter pa-
rameters were extracted from response of the lter
fo = 6:838745GHz (4.39)
Rin = 1:190891 (4.40)
Mn =
26666666666666666664
 0:537 0:931 0 0  0:008 0:006
0:931  0:525 0:631 0:081  0:114  0:008
0 0:631  0:401 0:709 0:081 0
0 0:081 0:709  0:401 0:631 0
 0:008  0:114 0:0813 0:631  0:525 0:931
0:006  0:008 0 0 0:931  0:537
37777777777777777775
(4.41)
Its worth noting that the resonant frequencies of the cavities are given by




Using the previous equation the resonant frequencies of the cavities are given
by
fo1 = fo6 = 6:645297GHz
fo2 = fo5 = 6:649576GHz (4.43)
fo3 = fo4 = 6:694302GHz
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Figure 4.24: Extracted and original reponse of the rst lter
Fig.4.24 shows the ideal circuit response obtained using the extracted parameters
along with the original response good agreement is observed.
The extraction revealed the existence of spurious undesired cross couplings
that cause the asymmetry and tilting of the lter response. Such spurious cou-
plings stem from stray couplings between the electromagnetic elds in the nearby
resonant cavities. Minimizing such spurious couplings is sure to enhance the
performance of the lter. Namely M15n;M16n;M26n;M24n, and M35n have ma-
jor detrimental e¤ects. If they are suppressed the asymmetry and tilting will be
avoided.
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4.4.5 Filter Design with RidgeWaveguide Evanescent Sec-
tions
Alternative Realization of Longitudinal Coupling
The utilization of narrow ridges to realize adjacent strong coupling was rst pro-
posed in [106], and used in [104] to increase the physical lengths of the coupling
sections to realizable dimensions. The same approach is used here but for a dif-
ferent purpose. By increasing the physical separation between resonators 1; 5 and
2; 4 the spurious undesired cross couplings can be minimized. Fig. 4.26 shows
the coupling curves for two ridge waveguide resonators coupled by a section of a
narrow ridge waveguide which is under cuto¤ within the pass band of the lter.
The physical length of the coupling section that achieves the required coupling
using narrow ridges shown in Fig. 4.26 is longer than that the corresponding
physical dimension in the case of rectangular waveguide coupling section shown
in Fig. 4.13. The increase of the physical length in this case is desirable as it
will help separate the the resonators by a larger physical length while electri-
cally its achieving the same coupling values. Such larger separation will result in
minimizing the spurious undesired couplings.
Filter Realization by successive Realization of subcircuits
In order to reduce the complexity of the optimization procedure used to obtain
the nal dimensions of the structure that exhibit the required lter function per-
formance a gradual stepped realization of the whole structure is used. In this
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Figure 4.25: a) Side view of the structure used to realize m12n and m23n with narrow
ridges b) Cross sections involved in the mode matching analysis of the
structure c) Schematic representation of the calculation of the generalized
scattering matrix of the structure
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Figure 4.26: Coupling in MHz =mijnBW and resonant frequency according to Fig.
4.25 arec = 250 mil, brec = 115:94 mil, wrid = 110 mil, hrid = 22:44
mil, wridN = 42 mil, hridN = 71:06 mil and d1 = 75 mil
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approach rather than simply plugging in initial dimensions for the whole struc-
ture and using brute force optimization routines to obtain the nal dimensions a
more gradual approach is used. In this approach simple subsections of the lter
are realized rst starting with dimensions obtained from conventional coupling
curves, the advantage being that the optimization variables for the subcircuits
are few and the convergence is obtained much faster than if the whole lter is
obtained using optimization. The procedure for the 6 pole lter requires 4 steps
detailed as follows:
Step-1 : In this step a second order network comprised of an input section,
two identical resonators and a coupling section is designed. Fig. 4.27 shows the
ideal circuit, the structure used to realize it as well as a comparison of the mode
matching response and the ideal circuit response.
Step-2 : In this step a fourth order network comprised of an input sec-
tion, four resonators and two coupling sections is designed. Fig. 4.28 shows the
ideal circuit, the structure used to realize it as well as a comparison of the mode
matching response and the ideal circuit response.
Step-3 : In this step a sixth order network comprised of an input section,
six resonators and ve coupling sections is designed. In essence this is the whole
lter without introducing the electric coupling iris that realizes M25n: Fig. 4.29
shows the ideal circuit, the structure used to realize it as well as a comparison of
the mode matching response and the ideal circuit response.
Step-4 : In this step the electric coupling iris realizing M25n is introduced
resulting in the whole lter structure Fig. 4.30 shows the mode matching response
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Figure 4.27: a) Schematic diagram of the two port network to be realized b) Side view
of half the structure used to realize the network in (a) c) Mode Matching
response of the structure in (b) versus the ideal circuit response according
to (a)
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Figure 4.28: a) Schematic diagram of the half the two port network to be realized
b) Side view of half the structure used to realize the network in (a) c)
Mode Matching response of the structure in (b) versus the ideal circuit
response according to (a)
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Figure 4.29: a) Schematic diagram of the two port network to be realized b) Side
view of the structure used to realize the network in (a) c) Mode Matching
response of the structure in (b) versus the ideal circuit response according
to (a)
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Figure 4.30: Full wave response of the second lter vs. the ideal circuit response
of the whole lter compared to the required ideal circuit response. Good agreement
is observed. The response is much better compared to the response obtained
before with rectangular waveguide coupling sections although the price paid was
an increase of the total length of the lter from 0:66in the rst design to 0:828
in the second design.
To show the e¤ectiveness of the proposed multi-stage realization the dimen-
sions obtained in each step are compared in table 4.3 It can be noticed that the
dimensions realized in each step is very slightly changed from one step to the next
thus securing a smooth convergence to the optimum values in the nal lter while
using only a few set of longitudinal dimensions as optimization parameters in each
step.
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Table 4.3: Dimensions of the four steps of realization of the second Filter According
to to Fig. 4.27, 4.28 4.29 .
Dimension step1 step2 step3 step4
deva0 50 48:5 46:3 48
Dres1 68:5 72:7 75:8 73:9
deva1 241:3 239 236:1 236
Dres2   39 40 43:4
deva2   314 315:4 314
Dres3     50:9 51:3
dstripiris     40:9 42:2
deva3     19:2 17:6
dcen       32
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4.4.6 Design of a Ridge to Stripline Transition.
A transition from the input ridge waveguide to a standard 50
 stripline is needed
to enable the interconnection of the lter with other components in any com-
munication system. The transition takes advantage of similarities of the eld
distribution of the single ridge section and the single strip section aligned at the
same height from the bottom of the housing. The design of the transition is based
on the quarter wave transmission line transformer. The design of such transitions
was discussed in details in the previous chapter. A four section transition was de-
signed. The thickness of the strip is that of a metallization layer =0:5 mil. The
adimension of the housing waveguide of the stripline sections was gradually
decreased to increase the cuto¤ frequency of the rst higher order mode of the
stripline thus widening the mono-mode range of the transition. The transition
and its response are shown in Fig. 4.31 The dimensions are given in Table 4.4.
4.4.7 Final Optimization.
The lter and the transition were connected together. Fig. 4.32 shows schemat-
ically the whole structure comprised of the transition and the lter. Final full
wave optimization was used again to optimize the whole structure to get the re-
sponse that resembles the ideal circuit response. To have an e¢ cient optimization
given the complexity of the structure an optimization goal function is carefully
constructed [107], the lter response is optimized to match the ideal circuit re-
sponse at critical frequencies only. Specically S11 is optimized at the poles of the
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Figure 4.31: Full-wave response of a single ridge to 50
 strip line transition
return loss as well as at the points where dS11
df
= 0 (reection points) while S12











(S12(X; fj); GoalS12) (4.44)




if(x 6= y; )
if(x = y; )
(4.45)
To speed up the optimization only longitudinal dimensions were used as the opti-
mization variable set X according to equation4.44, this way the modes of di¤erent
cross sections of the structure is calculated once and the optimization starts with
an inherently good starting point resulting from the last step of the successive re-
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alization. The dimensions obtained after optimization are listed in Table 4.4.The
optimized full wave response compared to the response obtained by Ansoft HFSS
[6] is shown in Fig.4.33 Broad band response of the structure is sown in Fig. 4.34
showing out of band spurious resonances as well as higher order harmonics of the
lter.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter a detailed design procedure of canonical LTCC ridge waveguide
lters for wideband application was presented. Challenges met in designing the
lters due limitation posed by the realization of the cross coupling were overcome
by a new coupling scheme. That coupling scheme was employed to eliminate the
limitations over the bandwidth. In addition, the use of narrow ridge waveguide for
the realization of the coupling sections eliminated the undesired cross coupling.
Rigorous mode matching method was used for full wave analysis and optimization
of the structure. Finally the optimized response of the lter with its transition
is compared with HFSS showing good agreement. Limitations on even larger
bandwidths for this type of lters stem from the limited validity of the coupling






































Figure 4.33: Full wave response of the whole structure obtained by mode matching

















Table 4.4: Dimensions of the Optimized Filter and Ridge to Stripline Transition ac-
cording to Fig. 4.32 .
Cross-sectional Dimensions in mils
a b wr hrid wrN hridN wcen




Coupling SectionsDimensions in mils
dinp deva0 deva1 dcen deva2 dstripiris deva3
43:7 50 236:7 32 315 42:2 17:6





ws1 ws2 ws3 ws4






Coupled TEM line directional couplers are key components in modern microwave
systems. They are often utilized in Microwave Integrated Circuits MIC and large
microwave networks. They also nd applications in power monitoring, division
and combining [108, 109]. In addition they are increasingly employed in sophis-
ticated antenna beam forming networks, such as multi-port Butler matrices con-
sisting of multiple 3-dB couplers [110112]. They can also be utilized to construct
directional lters and multiplexers [47].
Compared to non-TEM couplers realized in waveguide technologies,TEM
coupled-lines couplers [113] o¤er a good alternative for achieving much wider
bandwidths where the coupling is almost constant . S. B. Cohn ad R. Levy [114]
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provide an exclusive summary on the early stages of the development of directional
couplers and summarized the issues faced by the pioneers and what solutions were
conceived for the problems encountered
The integration of low loss microwave structures, high speed digital circuits
and DC power supplies in modules is an attractive design approach for compact
microwave systems. Low Temperature Co-red Ceramics (LTCC) couplers both
in stripline [109, 115] and microstrip lines [116, 117] were reported; however the
reported couplers were limited to a single section topology which limits the achiev-
able bandwidth.
In this chapter the design process of a broad-band LTCCmulti-section multi-
layer LTCC stripline couplers that increase the achievable bandwidth and take
advantage of the integration capabilities of LTCC technologies will be presented
5.2 Ideal Circuit Representation
The ideal circuit representation of the TEM coupled-line coupler consists of a four
port network with unity impedance terminations on all four ports Zo = 1: The
coupled line is completely dened by an electric length  and a coupling factor
K: The coupling factor K can be alternatively dened by a pair of normalized






ZoeZoo = Zo (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: a) Ideal circuit of a single section coupled-line directional coupler b) Ideal
circuit of the even-mode sub-circuit c) Ideal circuit of the odd-mode sub-
circuit
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The response of the circuit can be obtained by analyzing two decoupled trans-
mission line circuits corresponding to two boundary conditions imposed at the
symmetry plane. If an odd boundary condition which is equivalent to a short
circuit is placed at the symmetry plane this would result in a transmission line
of an electric length  and its characteristic impedance is given by Zoo while an
even boundary condition would result in an open circuit condition imposed at the
symmetry plane which would yield a transmission line of an electric length  and
its characteristic impedance is given by Zoe The four port behavior of the circuit
with port numbering as depicted in Fig. 5.1 is completely described by the two

















Ideal circuit synthesis of single section couplers is quite straight forward [47]
given the required coupling factor in dB C = 10 log kS13k2 one can calculate the
absolute coupling factor K = 10
 C
20 .Then one can get the required even and odd









The section electric length  is =4 at the center frequency of the coupler.
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Ideal circuit synthesis for multi-section couplers is not as straight forward as the
single section case Tables for symmetric [113] and asymmetric [118, 119] are
readily available.
5.3 Realization of Coupled-line Directional cou-
plers
The feasibility of any coupled-line coupler depends on the possibility of achieving
the correct amount of couplingK or ;alternatively expressed; depends on achieving
the right Zoo and Zoe and the right Zo: The coupling in these type of couplers
depends mainly on the cross section used to realize the coupler. and as a rule of
thumb the tighter the required coupling the more di¢ cult it is to physically achieve
the required cross-section. Figure 5.2 shows some of the common cross-sections
used to realize the coupled-line couplers
Edge-coupled cross section are common in the loose coupling cases whereas
broad-side-coupled cross sections are usually used for tighter couplings For ex-
tremely tight coupling in TEM couplers reentrant techniques were introduced for
couplers realized in coaxial lines [120], in microstrip lines [121] and in striplines
both in side coupled congurations [122] and in broadside conguration [123].Such
couplers o¤er an extremely wide bandwidth for the coupling and also have a very
compact size.
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Figure 5.2: Cross sections used to realize coupled-line directional couplers a) Broad-
side coupled striplines b) Edge-coupled striplines c) Re-entrant coaxial
cross-section d)Re-entrant stripline cross section
5.3.1 LTCC Realization of Coupled-line Directional Cou-
plers
LTCC technology employs multi-layer substrate manufactured by deposition, layer
by layer, of dielectric and metallic patterns. In the context of LTCC technology
some challenges arise when it is required to realize cross-sections for very tight
coupling In the case of broad-side coupled striplines because of the way LTCC
technology works the separation between any two conducting lines can not be
less than the thickness of one dielectric layer, thus putting a limit on how much
coupling can be achieved. Another dilemma is that the separation between the
conducting lines is a multiple integer of the dielectric layer thickness. To tackle
these limitations a re-entrant type cross-section is introduced,it can be seen in
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Figure 5.3: Re-entrant type cross section used to realize the proposed coupler
Figure 5.4: 3-D view of a single section multi-layer coupler with port designations
Fig. 5.3
By introducing the oating septum between the two conducting lines an
additional degree of freedom is achieved which enables precise design of the coupler
cross-section and overcomes some of the limitation posed by the available LTCC
technology. A 3D view of a single section coupler using the proposed cross-section
is shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.5: Ideal circuit describing a 3-section symmetric coupler
5.4 Design Example
To show the feasibility of the proposed design a three section TEM contra direc-
tional coupler will be designed. The coupler has a center frequency of 5:25 GHz, a
prescribed coupling of 3 0:5 dB over a 135% fractional bandwidth and it is ter-
minated in 50
 ports. The coupler will designed assuming an LTCC technology
with layer thickness of 3:74 mils and dielectric constant r = 5:9
5.4.1 Ideal circuit Design
Ideal transmission line circuit element values are obtained from design tables [113].
A three section coupler was shown to satisfy all the requirement the parameters
for the coupler is given below and the response is shown in Fig. 5.6 , Ideally the

















Investigating the coupling required by each section of the coupler it can be readily
shown that the middle section requires a very tight coupling of -1.29 dB which
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Figure 5.6: Response of a 3-dB coupler
is not achievable given current LTCC technology. To have reasonable impedance
values; a tandem connection of two 8.33 dB couplers is used instead The required
impedances and coupling factors for the 8.33 dB coupler are given in 5.5. The

















5.4.2 Realization of Individual Sections
In this design the reentrant section shown in Fig. 5.3 will be used to o¤er
an extra degree of freedom to o¤set the restrictions mandated by the LTCC
technology. Similar multi-conductor transmission line systems have been heav-
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Figure 5.7: Tandem connection of two 8.33 dB couplers
Figure 5.8: Variation of coupling with ws, a = 200 mil, w = 11 mil t = 0:5 mil, b = 12
LTCC layers h1 = 3 layers h2 = 6 layers, h3 = 9 layers. LTCC r = 5:9
and layer thickness = 3:74 mils. The lines are g=4 at fo = 5:25 GHz
ily investigated[124127] By varying the width of the oating conductor septum
while keeping the width of the main lines xed the coupling of the section can be
precisely controlled. Using full-wave simulation of a single section coupler shown
in Fig. 5.3 and observing the achieved coupling; the e¤ect of the septum can be
quantied. Figure 5.8. shows the variation of the achieved coupling of a single
section versus the width of the oating septum.
This cross section will be used to realize the rst and third sections while
broad side coupled striplines will be used to realize the middle section. Each
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Figure 5.9: a) Coupling Response of a single section coupler using the cross section
shown in Figure 5.3 k  0:1 b) Coupling Response of a single section
coupler using the cross section shown in Figure 5.3 without the middle
septum w = 15 mil h1 = 5 LTCC layers, h3 = 7 LTCC layers k  0:52
all other dimensions are the same as those given in Figure 5.81. The lines
are g=4 at fo = 5:25 GHz
section is designed separately to follow the ideal circuit response of a single section
coupler with couplings k of 0:1005 and 0:5261 respectively. Fig. 5.9 shows the
full-wave response coupling only shownof each section versus its ideal circuit
response.
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Figure 5.10: Response of the stepped transition. Widths w1 = 11 mils, w2 = 15 mils,
ds = 25 mils. Via diameter= 6 mils. Vertical dimensions are provided in
TABLE 5.1
5.4.3 Interconnection of Sections
Since each section has di¤erent spacing between the coupled lines; a connection
mechanism to interconnect the two lines of consecutive sections ought to be found.
A direct connection of the lines which utilizes one via going down from the upper
line directly to the lower line was shown to severely deteriorate the return loss. A
stepped connection between the lines was employed, where an intermediate step is
introduced between the lines to be connected. This step is connected by means of
vias to the two lines. This arrangement helps secure a smooth transition between
the lines The interconnection between the lines is shown in Fig. 5.10 along with
its return loss.
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Figure 5.11: 3-D view of the three section coupler with port designations
5.4.4 Realization of Cascaded Coupler
Using the outlined method to design the 8.33 dB coupler a single unit was designed.
Fig. 5.11. shows a 3-D view of the 8.3 dB unit while Fig. 5.12. shows a side-
view of the coupler. Fig. 5.13. shows its response compared to the ideal circuit
response. Good agreement is observed.
One of the benets of multi-layer LTCC couplers is that it is possible to
cascade coupled line couplers, a feature otherwise not feasible in edge coupled
stripline or micro strip line couplers where the input and the coupled port both lie
on the same side. In the multi-layer structure by bending the ports appropriately
cascading is feasible. Fig. 5.14 shows the 3-D view of the cascaded unit while
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Figure 5.12: Side-View of the proposed coupler, dimensions in TABLE I
Fig.5.15 shows its top view. The full-wave response is shown in Fig. 5.16. All
dimensions are given in TABLE 5.1
5.4.5 Practical Considerations
The design process up to this point assumed ideal lossless models which is not
the case in any practical context. In LTCC technology common concerns stem
from the losses associated with the dielectric materials used in the technology..
Another practical aspect is that the design assumes a perfect knowledge of the
dielectric constant r of the layers used in the LTCC while in reality the dielectric
constant may vary slightly from batch to batch. One other concern is that the
alignment of the metallic patterns especially the coupled lines may not be as pre-
cise as prescribed by the design. In order to address these consideration additional
modelling and simulation was performed on the nal design.
To account for the dielectric losses as well as the ohmic losses encountered
in the design the model was simulated assuming that the LTCC material has a
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Figure 5.13: a) Coupling and Through response of the 8.33 dB coupler. b) Return
Loss and Isolation.
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Figure 5.14: 3-D view of the proposed cascaded component.
Figure 5.15: Top-View of the proposed cascaded component
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Table 5.1: Dimensions of the Coupler according to Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.10,5.12 ,and
5.15 .
Dimension mil Dimension mil
ap 100 w2 15
b 44:88 d2 175
t 0:5 ds 25
w1 11 L 20
ws 55 h1(Section2) 18:7
h1(Section1; 3) 11:22 h2(Section2) 26:18
h2(Section1; 3) 22:66 s2 7:48
h3(Section1; 3) 33:66 d 45
d1 160 LTCClayerthickness 3:74
s1 22:44 LT 639
wt 350
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Figure 5.16: a) Coupling and Through response of the 3 dB coupler. b) Return Loss
and Isolation. c) Phase di¤erence between coupled and through ports
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of Coupling and Through responses of the ideal vs. the lossy
coupler
dielectric loss tangent tan  = 0:002 which is a typical value for such technology,
and all the conducting lines and surfaces was assumed to be made of gold with
its nite conductivity. Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.17 show the comparison between the
ideal and the lossy models. A loss of around 0.4 dB at the lower frequency band
and around 0.75 dB at the high frequency band is observed.
To account for the uncertainty of the dielectric constant the simulation was
run assuming a dielectric constant of 4.9 and 6.5 instead of 5.5 and the results
were compared to the ideal case of 5.9. Figure 5.19 shows the comparison of the
coupling and through response and show that the e¤ect of the shift of the dielectric
constant would result in a shift in the center frequency of the coupler
Lastly to account for any misalignment of the coupled lines an intentional
misalignment was assumed in the model, two cases with 2 mil o¤set and 5 mil
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of return loss and isolation responses of the ideal vs. the
lossy coupler
o¤set were investigated Fig. 5.20 shows the results of the coupling and through.
While an o¤set of 2 mils did not have much e¤ect on the response the severe
5 mil o¤set caused the response to deteriorate considerably. Fig. 5.21 reveals
that the return loss and isolation responses did not change much with the o¤set .
possible explanation is that the return loss and isolation are caused and controlled
by reactances caused at the discontinuity between the port lines and the coupled
lines.[128, 129] .
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the design methodology of Multi-section multi-layer LTCC stripline
couplers was discussed The use of reentrant cross section enables the designer to
achieve precise design values of coupling otherwise restricted by limitations posed
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of Coupling and Through responses coupler with di¤erent
r
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of Coupling and Through responses coupler with di¤erent
misalignments
by the LTCC technology. Interconnection of di¤erent sections of the coupler by
a stepped stripline transition between di¤erent layers of the structure is shown
to enable the realization of broad band coupling performance. The cascading of
wideband 8.33 dB couplers enables the realization of tight coupling over a very
wide fractional bandwidth.. The design was shown to be insensitive to minor
o¤sets and was shown to incur reasonable losses.
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Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
The main goal of the dissertation was to demonstrate the challenges and present
solutions that enable the successful design and realization of very wide band mi-
crowave components, namely microwave lters and directional couplers. Such
components are essential for the development of modern communication systems
operating at microwave frequencies.
In chapter two a review of the state of the art of numerical techniques used
in the computer aided design (CAD) of microwave passive components was pre-
sented. A summarization of the various numerical techniques and their di¤erent
applicability criteria was presented. A special emphasis was awarded to the mode
matching techniques as it was the main technique used for most of the designs
presented in the dissertation.
Chapter three presents a comprehensive discussion of the subject of wide-
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band ridge waveguide directional couplers. Analysis and design of di¤erent cong-
urations and arrangements of couplers realized in ridge waveguides was discussed.
A new detailed systematic design procedure for ridge waveguide couplers in the
two most used congurations "E-plane and H-plane" was presented. This part
combined ideal circuit and electromagnetic modeling to obtain very satisfactory
initial results. The presented systematic design utilized the numerical e¢ ciency
of the mode matching technique to reduce the overall numerical simulation time
and resources.
Chapter four was dedicated to the discussion of wide-band ridge waveguide
elliptic function lters realized in Low Temperature Co-red Ceramics (LTCC).
This included ideal circuit modeling,as well as electromagnetic modeling of the
three dimensional structures used to realize the lters. New schemes to achieve
stronger couplings, and to suppress unwanted spurious detrimental couplings were
presented.
Chapter ve presented a new design for multi-section multi-layer LTCC
stripline couplers. The proposed design enables the achievement of precise per-
formance otherwise restricted by limitations posed by available technologies. The
realization of ultra wideband performance of the coupler was discussed.
6.2 Future Work
The dissertation tackled design challenges and o¤ered innovative solutions for
some of the most important components in modern microwave communication
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systems. Interesting points for future research include:
1. Interconnection of wideband ridge waveguide elliptic function lters in com-
pact miniature LTCC based multiplexers
2. Design of mixed mode lters in ridge waveguides to improve out of band
rejection and spurious suppression
3. Design of ridge waveguide lters with embedded low pass lters to suppress
unwanted harmonics in the rejection band of the lters
4. Design of extracted pole lters in ridge waveguides and LTCC technology.
This type of lter o¤ers sharper selectivity and convenience of in-line struc-
tures which are easier to manufacture. Miniaturization is accomplished by
realization of the lters in LTCC technology.
5. Design of multi-band lters in ridge waveguides and LTCC technology
6. Incorporation of ridge waveguide lters and couplers to construct directional
lters and multiplexer
7. The use of advanced compensating techniques to improve the return loss
and isolation performance of broadband LTCC stripline couplers.
8. Utilization of broadband LTCC stripline couplers in realizing sophisticated
antenna beam forming networks, such as multi-port Butler matrices
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